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It is my wish to have all of my ‘history research journals’ available to all learning
centres of Northland with the hope that current and future generations will be
able to easily find historical knowledge of the Kaihu River Valley, the Northern
Ripiro West Coast and South West Hokianga.

BELOW: COMPUTER DRAWN MAP SHOWING THE PLACE NAMES BETWEEN MANGAWHARE AND SOUTH HOKIANGA

CONTINUING ON FROM JOURNAL SIX…
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1
KAIHU/OPANAKI
WAINGARARA STREAM
Water reptile or monster
This stream is about 2 kilometres Northeast of Opanake/Kaihu
And runs into the Kaihu River

OPANAKI NOW KAIHU
Opanaki-to throw a net
On the East and West bank of the Kaihu River
Approximately, 23 km by rail from Dargaville
Maori Village: Timber Town
Marae’s, Native School, Public School
Rugby fields, Rail Station, Post Office, and Stock yards
Shops, Churches, Public Halls, Timber Mill, Hotel, and Farming

Note: From old knowledge the name Kaihu has been used as a general term for the
whole of the Kaihu River district and also for the location of Dargaville as it is today.
Whapu was also used to name this location at the mouth of the Kaihu River being on the
East bank with Mangawhare on the West.
The Kaihu village as we know it today was originally known as Opanaki/e with the main
Village or Pa on the East bank. The settlement of Ahikiwi and Taita just South was also
referred to as Kaihu and so this makes it very hard to actually pin point the exact area’s
from the old given word.
It seems it was easier to write the word ‘Kaihu’ for all related areas along the River than to
try and write the village names as they sounded.
The Central Hotel in Dargaville was originally known as the Kaihu Hotel.
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The name Kaihu was changed to Dargaville by the New Zealand Education Board.
The rail reached Opanake February 1889.
The school was renamed Kaihu from Opanaki in 1900.
This was also changed to its present form by the New Zealand Postal service and the Board
of Education as it clashed with the Opunake in Taranaki.
MAORI LAND COURT
We shall now look briefly at attempts to get legal titles to the Kaihu, Opanaki and Waimata
blocks by the local Maori as in effect these were trial runs for the purchase of the Waipoua
and Maunganui blocks by the crown 1876...
In February 1871, a claim for a 43,700 acre block of land in the Kaihu valley, was brought in
the Kaipara court by Parore Te Awha, and contested by Tiopira Kinaki. There was no doubt
in the mind of the court that the land belonged to the descendants of Toa, and a certificate
of title was awarded to Tiopira Kinaki, Te Rore Taoho, Parore Te Awha and seven others,
and a list of 66 names registered under the Native Lands Act 1867.
In 1873 the Opanake block of 14,457 acres was investigated and Te Rore Taoho and Parore
Te Awha were named as owners to represent the Hapu. They then leased timber rights to a
Sash and Door company for 2000 pounds for a period of 50 years. Tiopira also contested
Parore's claim to the Waimata block, which the court awarded to Parore in 1875.
These early contests between Parore Te Awha and Tiopira and/or Te Rore Taoho in the
Native Land Court were a continuation of traditional rivalries and warfare between Ngapuhi
and Te Roroa. They were fought to establish mana and to share in a valuable source of new
wealth in the market economy, rather than to sell the land to Europeans. Although only ten
or fewer people were named on the titles, from a Te Roroa perspective they were
representatives of the Hapu, not absolute owners. As yet Te Roroa did not fully appreciate
that the ten owner system would disinherit all those whose names were not included.
About 1876 most of these large tracts of land was purchased by the crown and then on sold
to emerging European business men. A more detailed account can be read in the Journal
‘Land Deals’ as yet to be published …
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Following is just some of those Maori owners of the Kaihu Valley….
Blocks 1-3-4.
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BELOW: A ROUGH SKETCH OF THE VILLAGE OF OPANAKI/KAIHU…
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SOME EARLY SURNAMES FOR OPANAKI/KAIHU SCHOOL
1893-1898
About 78 families…
Anania

Aratai

Adams

Arama

Becker

Busby

Bunyan

Boyce

Baker

Bennett.

Brown

Cotton

Daniel

Dickson

Dunn

Dormer

Edward

Gasparidge

Galvin

Hardimann.

Hoepa

Hipirini

Hodges

Hiki

Haira

Hiripa

Harrison

Johnston

Larkin

Lacey.

Mikahere Magee

Mihana

Marikena Miln

Morgan

Nevill

Napier

Monteith

McCarthy McLeod Manson

Pene Peiamari

Panapa

McLean.

Peramare Rehari

Rihare.

Rapira

Rapatakatete

Rapatakatiti Rhodes

Richards

Rikihana

Sutherland

Smith.

Snowden

Stewart

Short

Tehira

Tehui

Turner

Te Hau.

William

Wendall

Topia

Te Rore

Watkins

Tanieri

Williams White

Wipoka

THE FOLLOWING PAGES ARE COPIES OF THE SCHOOL ROLL.
FIRST THEN SECOND PAGES ARE MATCHING SIDE BY SIDE…..
E.G. FIRST PAGE HEADINGS 1-2-3-4-5-6

SECOND PAGE HEADINGS 7- 8- 9-14 15-18

Haira/
Wika

Vercoe.
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OPANAKE SCHOOL COMMITTEE MINUTES 15TH AND 24TH FEBRUARY 1898…
Attending were: Mr Johnson: S. Luke: N. A. McLeod: Clarke Walter:
Messer’s Larkin: (Chairman) Bennett: S. Rhodes: Johnstone: Hodges: McCarthy: Priestle.
COMMITTEE ROLL 24 APRIL 1899…
W. H Bennett: H G M Priestly: Mat Anania: E Nicholson: F. L Hodges: G. Dudding Clarke: J. Green: I Rhodes:
W. B Stephens: W. H Bennett: D. Moor: M. Johnstone.
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1899: BAY OF ISLANDS ELECTORAL ROLL: KAIHU
(FIRST TABLE SHOWS THE DIFFERENT OCCUPATIONS HELD IN KAIHU AT THAT TIME) THERE WILL ME SOME SPELLING MISTAKES.
MICROFICHE WAS NOT ALWAYS CLEAR.
Garmonsway John

Baker,

Hunt Abraham Lewis

Mill hand,

Stephens Thomas

Billiard marker,

Larkin William

Mill hand,

McCormick Michael

Blacksmith,

Larkin’s Thomas

Mill hand,

Wendell Charles Henry

Boarding house
keeper,

Nicholson Edward

Mill manager,

Baker Joseph

Mill hand,

McCarthy John

Boot maker,

Rapson Frank Edward

Mill hand,

Baker Samuel

Bush Contractor,

Griffiths William Thomas

Miner,

Macrae Francis Farquhar

Carpenter,

Tierney Thomas James

Packer,

Sly Oswald D

Clerk,

Henderson James

Plate layer,

Brown Joseph T

Contractor,

Black AC

Post master,

Clark Richard James

Contractor,

Johansen Swan

Saddler,

Dunn Senior

Contractor
Contractor,

Stephens William
Bowden

Stationmaster

Forsyth William Robert
Gardener Peter

Contractor,

Kearney Richard

Store master

McLeod Robert A

Contractor,

Adams William

Storekeeper

Mclean Donald A

Contractor,

Hodges Frederick Lucas

Storekeeper

Sutherland James J

Contractor,

Lorne George

Storekeeper

Boutwell George

Cook,

Manson Frederick

Storekeeper

Hume William Aickin

Cook,

Walburn Rueben

Storekeeper

Robinson Thomas

Driver,

Lineham, John Osborne

Storeman

Dudding William Grover

Engine driver,

Lineham, George

Storeman

Matatios Peter

Fruiterer,

Shepherd Joseph Edward

Storeman

Dunn James

Gardener,

Colton Alfred Healy

Teacher

Neaves George

Gardener,

Hare Frederick Wilmont

Teacher

Baldon John William

Grocer,

Roberts Ada

Teacher

Oliver William J

Grocer,

Trays Alfred Earnest

Teacher

Dudding George Edwin

Gum sorter,

Smith John O’Neill

Timber measurer

Patchett Earnest David

Home missionary,

Oliver Albert S

Watchmaker

Johnston John

Hotel Keeper,

Tierney Lawrence

Hotel servant,

Mois Charles William

Journalist,
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KAIHU ELECTORAL ROLL: 1899

NAME
Adams Margaret

OCCUPATION
Domestic duties

Brady James

Bushman

Brady Lydia Ann

Domestic duties

Adams William

Storekeeper

Brady Alfred

Bushman

Aden Francis Edward

Labourer

Bramley Francis Bailey

Bushman

Angus Neil

Labourer

Brennan

Gum digger

Anthony John

Labourer

Brown Joseph T

Contractor

Baldon John William

Grocer

Brown Alice E

Domestic duties

Baker Joseph

Mill hand

Brown William

Bushman

Baker Charles

Labourer

Brunton George

Bushman

Baker Samuel

Bush Contractor

Brunton Edward

Bushman

Baker Edith Elizabeth

Domestic duties

Cann Robert

Settler

Baker George Michael

Bushman

Cassidy Robert

Bushman

Barlow Martha

Domestic duties

Clark Richard James

Contractor

Barlow Emma

Domestic duties

Clark Emma Mand

Domestic duties

Barlow Annie

Domestic duties

Codlin Charles

Barlow George
Summers

Farmer

Colton Alfred Healy

Teacher

Cronin James

Bushman

Barlow Joseph Summers

Bushman

Cronin Mary

Domestic duties

Bell Ann

Domestic duties

Dawson John

Labourer

Bennett WH

Bushman

Doolan William

Bushman

Name

Occupation

Dolan Emily

Domestic duties

Bennett Marion

Domestic duties

Dudding George Edwin

Gum sorter

Black AC

Post master

Engine driver

Boutwell George

Cook

Dudding William
Grover

Boutwell

Domestic duties

Dudding Rebecca

Domestic duties

Boyce Robert

Settler

Dunn Senior

Contractor

Boyce William

Settler

Dunn William

Bushman

Boyce Robert D

Bushman

Dunn Isaac

Bushman

Bradburn William

Bushman

Dunn Maki

Settler

Bradburn Mary

Domestic duties

Dunn Anania

Bushman

Bradshaw William
Albert

Bushman

Dunn Henry

Bushman

Dunn James

Labourer

Bradshaw Nellie
Florence

Domestic duties

Dunn James

Gardener

Bushman
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Dyer James

Bushman

Hotere Ngati

Domestic duties

Edmunds Jennie

Domestic duties

Hume Charles

Bushman

Evans Benjamin

Bushman

Hume William Aickin

Cook

Flavell John

Bushman

Hunt Abraham Lewis

Mill hand

Flay

Bushman

Huntsman Elizabeth

Domestic duties

Forsyth William Robert

Contractor

Huntsman Edward

Bushman

Forsyth Annie Maria

Domestic duties

Johansen Swan

Saddler

Forsyth David

Bushman

Johnson Martin

Settler

Foster John

Farmer

Johnston John

Hotel Keeper

Foy Robert

Bushman

Johnston Elizabeth

Domestic duties

Fraser Henry

Gum digger

Johnston Martin

Gum digger

Gardener Peter

Contractor

Jones Charles

Bushman

Garmonsway John

Baker

Katete Merapia

Domestic duties

Gasperich Jane

Domestic duties

Kearney Richard

Store master

Gemmell Andrew

Labourer

Kelly Michael

Labourer

Grice Mary

Domestic duties

Larkin William

Mill hand

Griffiths William
Thomas

Miner

Laing Hugh

Bushman

Labourer

Laing Donald
Mcdonnall

Settler

Hardy Ruben
Hamilton Claude

Bushman

Lewis Daniel Hugh

Bushman

Hansen Bringel Martin

Settler

Lewis David

Bushman

Hardiman Hall

Bushman

Lineham Thomas Senior Settler

Hardiman George

Bushman

Lineham Thomas Junior

Settler

Hare Frederick Wilmont

Teacher

Lineham John Osborne

Storeman

Hempinstall Daniel

Bushman

Lineham Mabel

Domestic duties

Henderson James

Plate layer

Lineham Mary

Domestic duties

Hilland John

Gum digger

Lineham Martha

Domestic duties

Hilland Thomas

Gum digger

Lineham George

Storeman

Hipiriona Erana

Domestic duties

Larkins John

Gum digger

Larkins Sarah Ann

Domestic duties

Hipiriona William
Hodges Frederick Lucas

Storekeeper

Larkins Thomas

Mill hand

Hodges Mary J F

Domestic duties

Lorne George

Storekeeper

Hodges Joseph

Settler

Carpenter

Horne Lewis

Farmer

Macrae Francis
Farquhar

Horne Ellen

Domestic duties

Malone Henry

Bushman

Manson Frederick

Storekeeper
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Manson Ellen

Domestic duties

Oliver Esther

Domestic duties

Matatios Peter

Fruiterer

Oliver William J

Grocer

Name

Occupation

Patchett Earnest David

Home missionary

Pollack Alexander

Bushman

Maxwell John

Bushman

McCarthy John

Boot maker

Paiha Wiremu

Settler

McCormick Michael

Blacksmith

Papita Maraea

Domestic duties

McDavitt William

Settler

Pene Haare Mere

Domestic duties

McGill Lizzie

Domestic duties

Peri Mohi

Gum digger.

McGill Elizabeth

Domestic duties

Rapson Frank Edward

Mill hand

McGill Duncan

Bushman

Rhodes Samuel Francis

Labourer

McGrath James

Bushman

Rhodes Emma Carlotta

Domestic duties

McGrath Frank

Bushman

Rhodes Mary Jane.

McKenzie Duncan

Bushman

Richardson Algernon

Mclean Donald A

Contractor

McLeod Mary Agnes

Domestic duties

Rikihana Edward

Settler

McLeod Robert A

Contractor

Roberts William

Bushman

Milne Ada Morfit
Awatunu

Domestic duties

Roberts Ada

Teacher

Robinson Thomas

Bushman

Milne Roy Alexander

Settler

Robinson Thomas

Driver

Mitchell Sarah

Domestic duties

Roe Patrick

Gum digger

Mitchell Henry

Bushman

Scanlan Mary

Domestic duties

Mois Charles William

Journalist

Shelford William

Bushman

Mooney Henry

Bushman

Shelford Catherine

Domestic duties

Moore Emily

Domestic duties

Sherman Edward

Bushman

Morgan Charles

Gum digger

Sherman Sarah

Domestic duties

Murphy John

Labourer

Sherman Joseph

Domestic duties

Murphy John

Gum digger

Storeman

Neaves George

Gardener

Shepherd Joseph
Edward

Muir James

Settler

Short Pheobe Beatrice

Domestic duties

Ngakuru Pene Haare

Settler

Smith John O’Neill

Timber measurer

Nicholson Edward

Mill manager

Smith Harry

Bushman

Nicholson Elizabeth
Stockbridge

Domestic Duties

Smith James

Bushman

Snowden Thomas

Bushman

O Connor Thomas

Gum digger

Snowden Aubrey

Bushman

O Donnell Alfred
Oliver Albert S

Rikihana Riaha

Gum digger
Domestic duties

Bushman
Watchmaker
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Sly Earnest Laurence

Labourer

White Walter

Sly Oswald D

Clerk

Whitehead George

Bushman

Stephens Thomas

Billiard marker

Wilkins Henry

Bushman

Stephens Eliza Ann

Domestic duties

Williams Rose Caroline Domestic duties

Stephens William
Bowden

Stationmaster

Williams Henry

Bushman

Williams Thomas

Bushman

Sutherland James J

Contractor

Williams Thomas

Bushman

Sutherland Mary

Domestic duties

Syring Henri August

Labourer

Te Wharemata Taita

Settler

Thompson Thomas

Bushman

Tierney Lawrence

Hotel servant

Tierney Thomas James

Packer

Tierney Arabella

Domestic duties

Tierney James Patrick

Gum digger

Tonks Annie

Domestic duties

Trainor Edward

Labourer

Trays Alfred Earnest

Teacher

Tregidga Helen

Domestic duties

Tregidga George

Labourer

Turner Marianna

Domestic duties

Ushaw Hosdyl

Gum digger

Ushaw Mary Anne

Domestic duties

Vercoe James

Bushman

Vercoe Ann
Vercoe Phillip

Settler

Vipond Burnett

Labourer

Ware Edward

Carpenter

Watkins Annie

Domestic duties

Watkins Sarah
Elizabeth
Watson Archibald

Settler

Walburn Rueben

Storekeeper

Walker Francis

Farmer

Wendell Charles Henry

Boarding house
keeper

White Alexander

Labourer

Gum digger
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WAIROA BELL JULY 21

OPANAKI BRIDGE AND GOODS SHED
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WAIROA BELL NOVEMBER 13 1893

OPANAKI SPORTS DAY
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WAIROA BELL JULY 21 OPANAKI BRIDGE AND GOODS SHED
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WAIROA BELL JULY 21 OPANAKI TELEGRAPH
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WAIROA BELL OCTOBER 13 1893 OPANAKI NEWS
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WAIROA BELL NOVEMBER 3 OPANAKI NEWS
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WAIROA BELL NOVEMBER 13 1893 OPANAKI SPORTS DAY
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ST AGNES CHURCH YARD KAIHU

ADAMS,

William,

59 yrs.,

14/01/1918.

DANIELS.

Priscilla

10 mths

0/3/1937

ANANIA,

Iris (Manua),

60 yrs.,

25/08/1977.

DANIELS.

Mate

57 yrs

3/06/1924

Taniere Rawire Taniere (Daniel)

78 yrs

18/10/1998

ANANIA,

Eugene,

Nil,

1/10/1930.

DANIELS.

ANANIA,

Toko,

1 hr,

7/07/1953.

DANIELS.

Anthony Robert

44 yrs

2/12/1999

DANIELS.

Merapia (May)

63 yrs

14/09/1968

DICK.

Elizabeth Agnes

DICK.

Girl Eliza

31 yrs

28/03/1969

DIXON.

Timoti William

64 yrs

24/01/1996

DIXON.

Timoti Emma

ANANIA,

Pirihira Regina,

6 MThs,

27/01/1950.

ANANIA,

Eugene,

29 yrs.,

2/12/1970.

ANANIA,

Walter (Bingi),

60 yrs.,

29/02/1976.

ANANIA,

Cathrine (Aunt Tuck),

67 yrs,

27/01/1979.

ANANIA,

Winnie,

Nil,

Nil.

DIXON.

Wuna

ANANIA,

Anania (Tingi),

49 yrs,

31/12/1973.

DIXON.

Anna

8 1/2 mths

5/07/1945

ANANIA,

Jack,

76 yrs,

16/02/1965.

DIXON.

Elizabeth Maria (Wizzy)

16 yrs

2/08/1971

ANANIA,

Carol Ngawai,

65 yrs,

28/05/1932.

DOWNS.

Mariana
Geoffrey

7 mths

3/04/1907

ANANIA,

H.W (Cpl),

Nil,

12/06/1975.

DUNNING.

ANANIA,

Hone,

11 mths,

24/06/1931.

ERCEG.

Reuben Kristen

71 yrs

23/10/2003

ERCEG.

Stipe

78 yrs

13/07/1989

ERCEG.

Harriet

64 yrs

1/06/1981

EREMITA.

Keti

14 yrs

2/12/1918

EREMITA.

Ahere H.

17 yrs

5/07/1912

ANANIA,

Emily Maria,

19 yrs,

2/09/1956.

ANANIA,

Mariana,

63 yrs,

2/10/1960.

ANANIA,

Paiwiko Peramari,

61 yrs,

23/03/1953.

Maraea H.

55 yrs

21/12 1918

APENE.
ARATAI.

EWEN.

Winifred Theresa

Irihapeti Ahutaha

70 yrs

5/01/1932

EVANS.

Ben

ARDERN.

Arabella

3 yrs 4 mths

17/08/1913

FITCH.

Ria Mikahere (Manuel)

22/12/1911

GAMBLE.

Anahera

GAMBLE.

James Bernard

73 yrs

19/12/1964

GAMBLE.

Bernard Clarence

61 yrs

25/10/1999

GAMBLE.

David

17 yrs

27/05/1915

GAMBLE.

James

GAMBLE.

Susannah

63 yrs

19/02/1927

6/11/1922

GAMBLE.

William (RFM)

61 yrs

18/01/1957

30/09/1941

GAMBLE.

Violet Marion

46 yrs

16/08/1934

74 yrs

18/10/1959

BAKER.

Maria

71 yrs

16/08/2004
69 yrs

10/11/1922
13/08/1966

BAKER.

Michael George

62 yrs

12/05/1934

BAKER.

Mary Ellen

82 yrs

28/11/1966

BAKER.

Colin Desmond

22/12/1981

BAKER.

Vernon Lewis

26/01/1977

BASSETT.

Leonard P.

BEDGGOOD.

Ernest

BENTLEY.

John Graeme

9 mths

GAMBLE.

John

BURKHARDT.

Eugene Albert

80 yrs

GILLESPIE.

Brian Peter

HAARE.

Mihaera Pene

50 yrs

11/4/1893

HAARE.

Joseph Anthony

26 yrs

31/07/1994

HAARE.

Hariata Pene

15 yrs

11/11/1899

HAIRA.

Martha (nee Taniere)

78 yrs

14/07/1993

HAIRA.

Te Rama Mika

28/07/1966

HAIRA.

Huiroa

5/07/1924

HAIRA.

Hiki Rimi

HAIRA.

Huhana Hera M.

14 yrs

29/07/1917

14 yrs

BURKHARDT.

Harata

78 yrs

BURKHARDT.

Wata

81 yrs

BURKHARDT.

Charlotte (Harata)

76 yrs

6/11/1981
7/04/1977

1/08/1927

20/06/1937

CASSIDY.

Perry Robert

64 yrs

9/09/1954

CASSIDY.

Thomas Daniel

26 yrs

21/11/1972

CASSIDY.

Marshall Edward

37 yrs

8/08/1972

CASSIDY.

Mary (nee Roberts)

65 yrs

29/03/1986

CASSIDY.

Maraea

94 yrs

25/03/1995

HAMPTON.

Georgina

9 dys

11/04/1908

CASSIDY.

Sydney Burke

9/07/1977

HAMPTON.

Lelia

24 yrs

17/05/1908

CORSTON.

Graham John

68 yrs

11/02/2001

HALL.

Nepu

42 yrs

9/09/1942

DANIELS.

Rose

76 yrs

23/09/1978

HEMOPO.

Sonny Eugine

16 yrs

3/10/1979

Menga Whanaunga O Raiha

27 yrs

18/05/1904
24/11/2007

5/07/1924

DANIELS.

M. (L/Cpl)

34 yrs

27/07/1942

HOHIMI.

DANIELS.

Emily Mary

11 mths

1/12/1936

HOGG.

Dr Neville

80 yrs

HOKAI.

Anna Judith

13 dys
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HOHEPA.

Kina Ingledew

63 yrs

17/11/1921

MORUNGA.

Mohi

52 yrs

16/03/1992

HOSE.

Hawaani Butch Manaaki

7 yrs

13/12/2003

MORUNGA.

Mita Richard

73 yrs

29/11/1999

HOSE.

Laureen Maria

27 yrs

18/12/2003

MORUNGA.

HOSE.

Barbara Aneta

67 yrs

19/04/1997

NELSON.

Martin Edward

31 yrs

11/11/1921

HOTERE.

Mary Tutti

53 yrs

29/09/1965

NELSON.

Ann

68 yrs

8/11/1919

HOTERE.

Beatrice Elaine

19 mths

28/09/1947

NICHOLS.

Henry William

47 yrs

19/10/1931

HOTERE.

Mary Elaine

9 mths

1/03/1943

NIHETTA.

Rhiha

INGLEDEW.

Hohepa Kina

8 yrs

19/04/1979

O'CONNER.

James

25 yrs

10/07/1912

INGLEDEW.

Florence Cecelia

56 yrs

10/08/1990

O'CONNER.

WE

20 yrs

5/09/1918

JOFFS.

Bruno

61 yrs

1/09/1973

O'RELLY

Tony

2 yrs

1/04/1980

KATETE.

Rapata

78 yrs

3/01/1937

PAIHA.

Wiha

79 yrs

27/06/1952

KATOA.

Taniers

PAIWIKO.

P.A Peremaria

62 yrs

15/05/1912

KAWEKA.

Raiha

93 yrs

22/11/1971

PANAPA.

Nellie Wiha

40 yrs

24/12/1945

KING.

Te Ahere Riria (nee Anania)

66 yrs

29/07/1989

PARKER.

Margaret

90 yrs

27/04/1977

KINGI.

Lena Wiremu

45 yrs

5/05/1945

PAWHAU.

Rehina T.

LEEF.

Lucy

68 yrs

1/11/1973

PERI.

Mohi

45 yrs

30/11/1918

LEEF.

Eugene Kelly

30 yrs

18/05/1986

PIVAC.

Miriama

69 yrs

21/04/1962

LEEF.

Anthony Wayne

27 yrs

3/06/1987

POU.

Anahera Sadie

43 yrs

7/10/1960

LEEF.

Peter Walter Martin

48 yrs

22/04/1995

RAI.

Elizabeth Ann

LEEF.

Maria Laura

18/09/2000

RAI.

Elizabeth Lillian

21 yrs

25/07/1969

LESLIE.

Maria

68 yrs

22/09/2009

RAI.

Taku Tamaiti Hohepa WM. W.

1 yr

15/04/1938

LOVICH.

Stipan

27 yrs

RAI.

Cpl. George Thomas

35 yrs

11/07/1991

MAKOARE.

Roha Mihiteria

75 yrs

26/10/1975

RAI.

Pirihira WM. W.

56 yrs

31/01/1965

MAKOARE.

Mohi (Pte)

59 yrs

7/08/1980

RANGI.

Julia Hilda

48 yrs

12/05/1966

MAKOARE.

Hamiora (Sam)

65 yrs

14/01/1994

RANGI.

Timothy

11 yrs

27/04/1959

MAKOARE.

Baby Merania

infant

12/07/1988

RANGI.

Hami (Buck)

74 yrs

20/12/1982

MAKOARE.

Mary Rangi

58 yrs

29/09/1994

TANIERE.

Rawiri

67 yrs

11/01/1951

MAKOARE.

Roha Mihitera

75 yrs

19/04/1979

TANIERE.

Tewaiwera

85 yrs

15/09/1956

MAKOARE.

Constance Bernadette

60 yrs

27/05/2001

TANIERE.

Tama

32 yrs

5/08/1945

MANSELL.

Timothy Tanerau

12 yrs

10/08/1997

TANIERE.

Merania

98 yrs

2/02/1928

MARSH.

Amelia Josephine

1/06/2007

TAURERE.

Nutana Tepana

68 yrs

31/08/1927

MARSHALL.

Jack Wilson

59 yrs

5/01/1987

TAURERE.

Keita T.

76 yrs

7/04/1933

MARU.

Perepeti

63 yrs

28/06/1910

TAURUA.

Mabel Amina

23 yrs

15/06/1900

McALLISTER.

Charles

83 yrs

12/01/1952

TE RORE.

Winifred (Pte)

MCLEAN.

John Dawson

67 yrs

12/07/1944

TE WHARE.

Paiwiko Rikihana

2 1/2 yrs

30/12/1989

MCLEAN.

Mary Jane

80 yrs

22/06/1963

THOMAS.

Frances Mary

93 yrs

28/07/1968

MEALE.

Lily Evelyn

22 yrs

16/09/1940

TOKO.

Patrick Kingare

49 yrs

7/02/1996

MEALE.

John Henry

74 yrs

4/01/1960

TOTO.

Marlene Marie

29 yrs

29/08/1992

MIHAKA.

Wiremu

19 yrs

2/12/1918

TUPIA.

Rukuera

MIKAHERE.

Erana R.

30 yrs

29/11/1918

VENNELL.

Elva

8 mths

16/10/1914

MIKAHERE.

Ruka

1 yr

1/12/1918

VENNELL.

Elva

8 mths

16/10/1914

MIKAHERE.

Ruka Toko

38 yrs

18/05/1918

VINCENT.

William

85 yrs

5/03/1923

MIKAHERE.

WAIPOURI.

Matuku Duke

MIKAHERE.

Bellaman (Baldy) Darcy
(Toko)
Frank Toko

65 yrs

16/02/1977

WAIPOURI-NATHAN.

Elizabeth

MIKAHERE.

Monica Alice Toko

83 yrs

8/09/1998

WARU.

Ruihi

child

26/11/1918

MIKAHERE.

Wiremu Bill Toka

58 yrs

12/01/2009

WARU.

Pere

child

27/11/1918

MING.

Marvin Jay

17 yrs

12/11/1983

WARU.

Meri H.

23 yrs

25/11/1918

MOORE.

Rohario Margaret

72 yrs

21/11/1972

WARU.

Henare

31 yrs

30/11/1918

MOORE.

H. (Pte)

WARU.

Meri

82 yrs

25/11/1913?

MORGAN.

P.A Hare

16 yrs

10/11/1913

WEBSTER.

John Arthur

20 yrs

22/01/1979

MORUNGA.

Irihapeti

26 yrs

27/03/1960

WHAKARONGOURU.

Wirimu Rikihana

MORUNGA.

Terei Jack

70 yrs

21/08/1967

WHANG.

Maria M.

1 yr

4/12/1918

MORUNGA.

Mererina

45 yrs

26/08/1945

WHITEHEAD.

David

67 yrs

15/03/1948

MORUNGA.

Mererina

79 yrs

4/02/1965

WHITEHEAD.

Lily Isabel

92 yrs

30/10/1979

MORUNGA.

1/03/1970

Wiremu

42 yrs

27/03/1964

13/07/1921

28/7/1890

24/01/2004

21/05/1981

21/10/1927

8/05/1909

10/07/1933
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WHITI.

Anania

26/8/1894

GAMBLE.

Anahera

67 yrs

13/08/1966

WIRORI.

Hihiria

58 yrs

0/12/1983

WAIPOURI.

Mikaere (Duke)

73 yrs

10/03/1983

WIRORI.

Cecelia

60 yrs

29/12/1983

WAIPOURI.

Cecelia

73 yrs

20/06/1995

WIRORI.

Hone Hohimi

23/03/1969

WAIPOURI.

Jane

33 yrs

11/07/1983

WIRORI.

Panaki Haratiera

62 yrs

5/08/1966

PIHEMA.

Taka Puke

32 yrs

6/04/1985

WIRORI.

Petera Hohimu

87 yrs

22/12/1979

WHITEHEAD.

Susan

73 yrs

25/12/1980

WOOD.

Edith

79 yrs

9/09/1974

WHITEHEAD.

Bert

87 yrs

8/04/1991

WOOD.

John

80 yrs

19/03/1962

WHITEHEAD.

David Thomas

77 yrs

5/05/2003

WOOD.

Arthur John

1/05/1963

TOTARA.

Maria

107 yrs

2/02/1972

25/06/2009

YOUNG.

Frederick (Pere)

74 yrs

14/01/1986

67 yrs

1/03/1973

YIN.

Barry Joseph

52 yrs

HALL.

Margaret Reremoana nee Toko

44 yrs

8/10/1985

DANIELS.

William W.

RIKI.

Raiha Akinihi Hoone Toi

46 yrs

21/11/1980

DANIELS.

Penetito

46 yrs

DICK.

Richard James

MOORE.

H

MOORE.

Rohario Margaret

MOORE.

Michael Joseph

15/12/1932

DANIELS.

Hohepta

1/03/1970

DANIELS.

Marion Renina

58 yrs

5/06/1936
21/10/1985

72 yrs

21/11/1972

DANIELS.

Rose

67 yrs

23/09/1978

52 yrs

30/04/1994

MANSEL.

Tirirauwha Priscilla (nee Toto)

28 yrs

10/02/1990

Emma William

16 yrs

26/07/1946

8 1/2 mths

5/07/1945

WEBSTER.

John Arthur

20 yrs

22/01/1979

RAI.

MAKOARE.

Raiha (Koko)

63 yrs

27/01/1984

DIXON.

Anna

MAKOARE.

William

infant

9/07/1987

RIKIHANA.

Wiremau

MAKOARE.

Missy Rehina Francis

10 yrs

2/08/1996

TE RORE.

Winifred

MAKOARE.

Rerena (Doi)

62 yrs

15/09/1993

RAI.

Hohepa William W.

1 yr

15/04/1938

SMITH.

Jon C.

41 yrs

22/12/1993

RAI.

Pirihira WM. W.

56 yrs

31/01/1965

NIHETA.

Raiha

13/07/1921

KATETE.

Merepia

5/06/1944

TOPIA.

Huihana

ANANIA.

Wally

63 yrs

24/05/1989

JONES.

Philip E

22 yrs

3/07/1945

JONES.

Amelia Miriana

JONES.

William James

JONES.

Sgt W.

10/07/1933
21/05/1981

18/04/1953

24/02/1953
78 yrs

1/05/2006
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ABOVE: KAIHU HOTEL AND VILLAGE IN BACK GROUND

LEFT: KAIHU RAIL STATION
POST OFFICE FIRST ON RIGHT

Note: Legend says that the son of the great Ngapuhi chief Pokaia was buried at
Opanaki/Kaihu.
During 1832 Joel Polack arrives in the Kaihu Valley after trekking down the Ripiro Coast
from Hokianga. His descriptive story telling is well worth adding to this compilation as it
gives us a very vivid connection to the Valley which is at the centre of this study.
His explanation of the area he calls “Pamaki” I believe is meant to be Opanaki.
Also his place name “Tangiari” I believe is the area we know as “Ngakiriparauri” in the
Valley between the Kaiiwi Lakes and the Kaihu hill before heading down into the head of
the Kaihu Valley.
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HIS STORY…
As we emerged from the forest, we entered on a small plain that had the handsome
appearance of an English park; it was beautifully picturesque; and it was with difficulty I
could acknowledge to myself, the hand of man had not planned the scene. The clematis,
campanula trachelium, or bell flower, whose hues, white, red, and yellow, with the
convolvulus, or bind-weed, and innumerable indigenous Hands, hung around in pleasing
disorder. After passing this lovely little territory, we again entered a forest which extended
about two miles: This latter route was particularly fatiguing, from the immense spreading
roots of trees which rose to a gigantic height, cutting the feet and tripping us at almost
every step. The loose soil around was also annoying from the late rains that had fallen,
which rendered the place quite a quagmire. Several purling streams gently meandered
through this forest; and heartily glad were we on emerging once more to the plains, which
were distinguished as belonging to the district of Kaihu, which joins those of the Kaipara.
Bivouac At Tangiari…
We pushed on some five miles further, much fatigued, from the last forest we had travelled
through; and soon reached Tangiari, and were pleased to find our friends encamped. Sheds
had been erected for the night, covered with the kaikatoa bush, and a plentiful supply of
firewood, calculated to serve for the night. The necessary operation of cooking was soon
effected, and the repast served up. Some provision was also cooked for the breakfast of the
ensuing morning.

After supper, the young men, notwithstanding the fatigues of travelling, commenced a
haka, with the usual gesticulations accompanying the dance; and concluded their
amusements by wrestling matches, in which they exhibited but little skill. I retired to rest
early.
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Tangiari is a pleasant resting-place, much frequented by native travellers. It is situated in a
deep valley; the hills around are covered with stunted trees, affording fuel in plenty; a
pleasant, murmuring rivulet, runs through the valley.
I arose the ensuing morning at five o'clock, and was surprised to find the two young women
only outside the sheds; I called to the lads, who entreated for a respite of a further half hour;
I granted the request; but, perceiving the young females laughing, I felt assured there was
some secret hidden from me. It was with much difficulty I could get an explanation, when
they informed me the boys had been absent all night, after I had retired to rest, and had
hastened to the sea-shore, regardless of the distance, to devour the putrid shark; and,
having filled themselves to repletion, they had slept a short time near the scene of their
barbarous tastes, and had returned to Tangiari an hour before daybreak. As early as they
arose, I spoke to them with angry feelings; I could not sufficiently censure their bestiality.
They listened with much apathy and patience; and, after packing up our apparatus, we
pursued our way up the steep side of the hills, which plentifully sprinkled us with dew, and
entered the plains of Kaihu.
Woodland Concert…
The numerous birds had, at the earliest dawn of day, commenced their melodious
warbling’s, while my companions were still buried in sleep --"nature's sweet nurse;" not a
sound disturbed the quiet repose; everything in nature was still and at rest, save those
winged choristers of the bush, skipping among the branches, whose musically sweet and
varied notes, echoed through the valley. On my approaching these birds, they did not betray
any fear, but perched themselves on the overhanging branches, in appearance wondering at
a being whose unusual garb and complexion had never pierced these solitudes before.
Among the birds that distinguished themselves in this woodland concert, were the tui, or
mocking-bird, the korimaku, kohapiroa, and tiaki. The little restless piwakawaka, a kind of
thrush, who is incessantly hopping from twig to twig, put forth its single note. The wild
melody of the birds in a New Zealand forest is superior to any strains of the kind I have ever
heard. Their notes are so exquisitely clear, that the stranger traveller is arrested in his
progress, and feels enchained to the spot. This melody commences at the earliest dawn,
gradually in-creases with the addition of light, as the early mists pass away, and ceases at
sunrise.
Forest Trees…
We now arrived at the end of the plain, which was bordered by the almost impervious forest
of Pamaki, (Opanaki) which was densely studded with splendid kouri-trees, many of which
were between twenty and thirty feet in circumference at the base, and the trunk gently
tapering, as straight as an arrow, without a branch to ninety feet. The heads of these trees
were so umbrageous as to cast a deep shade around, and exclude from that part of the
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forest the sight of the heavens. The base of these trees and the earth around, was covered
with the kapia, or gum, that exudes in large quantities from their trunks.
Many other trees abounded in Pamaki, such as the kaikatea, towai, rewa-rewa, totara,
puriri, rata, kahika, tipow, tanikaha, rimu, and various kinds of akkas, all of which will be
found described in the Appendix (Note 7). The supplejack was found very annoying. This
liand, of the thickness of a stout rattan, entwined itself among the trees, and much impeded
our progress, by interlacing across our path; it is very elastic. On the branches of the rata
and other trees, where the soil had been raised by heavy gusts of wind, or had arrested
vegetable matter in its fall, flourished the wild indigenous para- sitical plant called tawara
(Astilia angustifolia). The kukupa, or wild pigeon, often larger than the European bird of the
same genus, nocked in numbers through these solitary wilds; they were easily distinguished
by their whistling note and the ruffling noise of their wings, while volitary among the trees.
Parrots and parroquets also fluttered around. The plumage of these birds is truly beautiful.
We occupied four hours in passing through this forest; my companions keeping pace with
me, although heavily laden.
Forest Of Pamaki…
On emerging from Pamaki, we ascended another plain of some miles in circumference,
covered with fern and bush, above which the tupakihi, or native elder-berry, occasionally
shewed its bending stem, yielding to the weight of the fruit, which hung in purple clusters. I
partook of some of those berries, which are very pleasant to the taste, but crimson the lips
and hands of those who make use of them. The natives, on perceiving me make use of this
berry, warned me not to swallow any of the seeds, as the doing so would make roe ourangi,
drunk, or mad. I abstained from doing so; but, at a later period of my residence in New
Zealand, I neglected this precautionary measure, and suffered severely for it, being obliged
to have recourse to powerful antidotes, to rid my- self of the noxious effects.
On descending the plain we came to a flax swamp, which was passable, as the rains do not
fall so heavily in the Champaign country. This swamp was in length about three miles, and
perhaps two miles in breadth; I crossed over without assistance. Several water-runs and
deep narrow gullets extended across the swamp. These places are agreeable enough to the
traveller in summer, when dried up by the powerful rays of the sun. This swamp was
covered with a wiry kind of tussock grass, almost the consistence of small reeds and sharppointed.
Scenery…
The raupo, or flag bulrush, was waving by the gentle breeze in those spots that were still
undried; these little oases appeared peculiarly green amid the sombre-coloured reed grass,
and pointed to the traveller the places it was necessary he should avoid. At the termination
of the swamp, we again ascended the hills, and pursued our way over another elevated
table land. Here we had every variety of natural scenery: watercourses, very deep and
narrow, which we crossed by native bridges, formed of a tree branch, flung hastily across.
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We pursued our route over a succession of hill and valley, bush and plain, swamp and forest,
which presented continually something to please the sight.
We arrived near sunset on the borders of a creek that gently wound its way through the
surrounding woods and fertile valleys. This rivulet, which flowed into the Kaihu River,
meandered in so serpentine a form, as almost to join itself in several places, having the
appearance of mixing its pellucid waters with another stream. Here we rested, being within
a short distance of the residence of Kaka, an ancient chief, on whose hospitality I depended
for getting some canoes, to enable me to pursue the principal object I had in view.
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2
KAIHU RIVER VALLEY
LEFT: SKETCH OF THE KAIHU RIVER C 1852

The Kaihu River, which drains the basin
near the Ripiro West coast is worthy of
note in that it receives supplies from
streams some of which rise not far from
the source of the Mangakahia, and
others almost at the coast. The Kaihu
itself, moreover, keeps- parallel to the
coast until it reaches the Northern
Wairoa River at Mangawhare.
The Mangonui rises on the Western slopes of the hills to- the West of Waipu, and, flowing
North-West is joined by another large stream, the Tauraroa. From here its course is first
West and then North until the Wairoa is reached.
It will be seen from this that the catchment-area practically includes the whole of the land
from coast to coast, and stretches from a line joining the mouth of the Hokianga Harbour
and the upper waters of the Bay of Islands, as far South as the Kaipara Harbour. That is to
say, bearing in mind the configuration of the country, the river-basin comprises the
maximum area available.
These singular conditions have been made possible by the distribution of the high land. It
usually happens that the highest land of a country occurs in the centre, and the lower levels
are found near the coast. In the case of the Wairoa basin these conditions, although not
entirely reversed, yet are considerably modified. The greater part of the land is high;
indeed, nearly the whole of the central portion of the basin consists of broken, bush-clad
ranges, some of which reach an elevation of from 1,600 ft. to 2,000 ft. (Tutamoe, the
highest peak North of Auckland, has an elevation of 2,676 ft.). These ranges, whose general
trend is from North to South, are cut across in many places by narrow valleys, and flanked
on either side by low hills running parallel to the sea-board,. Thus, the whole of the rainfall
on this portion of the peninsula, instead of being carried to the sea by a number of different
streams, is collected to furnish the supply for a single river.
The size and configuration of the catchment-area would not in themselves account for the
volume of water discharged by the river. A more important factor than either is the rainfall, which in this particular case must reach phenomenal proportions, seeing that the area
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over which it is distributed is so small in extent. In point of fact, the rainfall across that
portion of the Auckland Peninsula is exceptionally great.
The prevailing Westerly winds, after their passage over the Tasman Sea, reach the
relatively high land heavily laden with moisture, where the inevitable lowering of
temperature brings about a constant precipitation of rain.
When the surveyors and parties were cutting the track for the road through the Awatuna
and Marlborough Settlements they found the ground very damp and soft, and the treetrunks covered with moss and lichen.
The ground was frequently buried to a depth of several feet in moss, and was everywhere
saturated with moisture. The men employed on the work suffered much from the wet and
damp, some of them being obliged to give up their employment in consequence.
Then, again, the settlers experience great difficulty in burning off the bush. “It will not
burn” they say — a statement to which the half-burnt logs and ill-cleared land bear ample
witness.
One cannot help noticing the readiness with which the scrub (chiefly makomako —
Aristotelia racemosa) comes up in the clearings, and the small extent of land which is really
freed from bush, as also the extreme moistness of the land itself. It seems unnatural to find
soft boggy soil at such a high elevation— to find it, in fact, on hilltops.
That there is very considerable rainfall cannot be doubted, and this, added to the size and
configuration of the catchment- area, accounts for the dimensions of the river, which at
first sight would appear out of all proportion to the conditions under which it exists.
The fall of the river from the Junction to the sea is very slight — only a few feet — for the
effects of the tide are felt considerably beyond that point. This implies that the velocity of
the stream itself is small, hence we would expect to find, as is actually the case, a wide flatbottomed valley filled with detritus.
LEFT: THE SCENIC KAIHU RIVER
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AHIKIWI
Fire to cook the kiwi bird
On the West bank of the Kaihu River
Approximately 19 km from Dargaville by rail
Marae
Note: Kawiti was a notable warrior and detested being bottled up in a fort. He favoured
rugged terrain as his battleground, and preferred to pursue an opponent and fight in
hand-to-hand combat to the death. His fighting Pa therefore, was situated on hilly slopes
at points which offered safe exit routes into thick bush. His Pa was Otarawa, immediately
below Te Pouaka-a-Hineamaru; Tikokauae at Motatau; Wahapu (Te Wahapu Inlet) at
Ahikiwi; Ruapekapeka and Puketona.
A WAR-CHANT (NGERI): THE SONG OF TOKATOKA…
Tokatoka is a sharp-topped volcanic peak rising above the Eastern bank of the Northern
Wairoa River. “Rocks upon rocks” is the meaning of the name. It has a story and a song, that
fantastic peak, lifting like a huge marlinspike above the woods and farms. High up there on
Tokatoka’s precipitous crag there dwelt a hundred years ago the warrior-chief Taoho, head
of the Te Roroa tribe. Taoho’s house (said his son, the old man Te Rore Taoho, of Ahikiwi)
was close to the Puru (the “Plug”), that rocky projection which juts out from the Western
face of the peak, the Tokatoka citadel which no foe had ever scaled. This is the tribal war
song of the Ngati-Whatua and Te Roroa, the thundering ngeri of the river-dwellers,
enjoining the warriors to be as firm as the great rock Tokatoka, which they regarded as a
type of their clan and country;
A-a! Ko te Puru-e!
A-a! Ko te Puru,
Ko te Puru ki Tokatoka!
Kia ueue;
E kore te riri
E tae mai
Ki roto o Kaipara.
Kia toa!
A-a-ae! Te riri!

Translation…
Tis the firm-set rock,*
The steadfast rock,
The rock of Tokatoka’s height!
Put forth your strength!
The tide of war
Ne’er shall the heart of Kaipara
touch.
O tribe, be brave!
Ah, yes, indeed, tis war.
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This battle song, the slogan of the Wairoa men, was chanted, said Te Rore, on the eve of an
engagement, in particular before the fight of Te Moremonui, where Ngati Whatua defeated
an army of Ngapuhi under Pokaia, Hongi Hika and other great warriors.
1893-1898: EARLY SURNAMES FROM OPANAKI/KAIHU SCHOOL ROLLS
Arama: Brown: Busby: Haira: Panapa: Richards:
(All living at Ahikiwi)
FROM 1899 BAY OF ISLANDS ELECTORAL ROLLS
Name

Occupation

Place.

Baker Benjamin

Contractor

Ahikiwi

Baker Sarah

Domestic duties

Ahikiwi

Cox Herbert Basil

Settler

Ahikiwi

Dunn Margaret Ann

Domestic duties

Ahikiwi

Kelly Michael

Gum digger

Ahikiwi

McLean William

Bushman

Ahikiwi

Robinson Mary

Domestic duties

Ahikiwi

Rosieur George

Bushman

Ahikiwi

Ryan Bella

Domestic duties

Ahikiwi

Ryan Joseph

Bushman

Ahikiwi

Snowden Henry

Bushman

Ahikiwi

Snowden Robert

Bushman

Ahikiwi

Snowden Thomas

Bushman

Ahikiwi

Snowden John

Bushman

Ahikiwi

Snowden Ellen

Domestic duties

Ahikiwi

Williams Henry

Labourer

Ahikiwi

Newcombe Earnest

Farmer

Ahikiwi
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NEWS FROM PAPERS PAST
OTAGO WITNESS, ISSUE 2099, 17 MAY 1894

MINING NEWS
THAMES STAR, VOLUME XXIX, ISSUE 8612, 17 MARCH 1897

WAIPAPATANIWHA STREAM
Water-box-water creature
Enters the Kaihu River just North East of Ahikiwi…
The old water course used to wrap itself around Picnic Island
A favourite place for picnickers travelling from Dargaville by train for special excursions
The water from this stream supplies the people of Dargaville
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MAROPIU
A swinging or swaying loin-mat; the swing of the kilt
Approximately, 17 km from Dargaville by rail
On the East and West banks of the Kaihu River
Old Wahi Tapu (Cemetery) near Kaihu River (East)
Timber and gum digging camps
Hotel, Horse racing course, Store/Post Office and School, Railway siding and station
EARLY SURNAMES FOR THIS DISTRICT PRE 1900
Maropiu Native School…
Arama: Hipirona: Hita: Hogben: Kaitiake: Mangungu: Mere: Nepia: Panapa: Pehi: Poka:
Pohipi: Popata: Ratema: Smith: Snowden: Te Hau: Tuini: Wi-matea?
1899: SURNAMES FOR MAROPIU FROM THE BAY OF ISLANDS ELECTORAL ROLL
NAME

OCCUPATION

DISTRICT

Anderson Peter

Gum digger

Maropiu

Anderson Mary

Domestic duties

Kaihu

Austin Joseph Francis

Store man

Maropiu

Austin Mary

Domestic duties

Benson Simon

Settler

Benson Alfred

Bush man

Bos Frederick

Gardener

Burke George

Gum digger

Carlisle James

Gum digger

Carlisle Alfred

Gum digger

Carlisle Harold

Gum digger

Connolly Brian

Labourer

Cowsill Henry

Gum digger

Foy John

Cook

Foy Isabella nee Flavell

Domestic duties

Foy John

Labourer
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Gemmell Andrew

Gum digger

Gibson Annie

Domestic duties

Gibson William

Gum digger

Goonan Michael

Hotel keeper

Goonan Annie

Domestic duties

Hogan Edward

Gum digger

Holloway Enock

Gum digger

Kernahan Robert

Contractor

Lacey Elizabeth

Domestic duties

Lane Frederick

Gum digger

Materson Mathu

Gum digger

Materson Prudence

Domestic duties

Maxwell John

Bush man

McGomell Francis

Labourer

McGotnell Patrick

Labourer

McNally Joseph

Gum digger

Meredith Henry Mark

Settler

Meredith Elizabeth Emma

Domestic duties

Moon George Mercer

Labourer

Murphy Patrick

Gum digger

Morgan Charles

Gum digger

Netana Tema

Settler

Norton Alexander

Gum digger

Robinson Henry

Ranger

Salmon John

Gum digger

Scarborough John

Gum digger

Smith James

Bushman

Smith Elizabeth

Domestic duties

Snowden Henry

Bushman

Snowden Mary

Domestic duties

Skellen James

Gum digger

Stillwell Edward

Labourer

Stillwell Ann

Domestic duties

Tippines George

Gum digger

Trent George

Gum digger

Trounson Edmund

Butcher
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Trounson Mary

Domestic duties

Trounson Vivian

Station manager

Turney Lawrence

Settler
GUM DIGGERS AT MAROPIU
Wairoa Bell June 23 1893
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RUGBY
AUCKLAND STAR MAY 1888
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MAY 5 1893 WAIROA BELL MAROPIU FOOTBALL CLUB

1892
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WAIROA BELL 1893 MAROPIU NEWS
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WAIROA BELL 1893 NO RUGBY TEAM FOR MAROPIU
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WAIROA BELL JUNE 16 1893 MAROPIU SCHOOL MAORI PARLIAMENT
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WAIROA BELL AUGUST 11 1893 FLOODING AT MAROPIU
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WAIROA BELL AUGUST 18 1893 MAROPIU
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WAIROA BELL SEPTEMBER 1 1893 MAROPIU NEWS
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WAIROA BELL NOVEMBER 23 MAROPIU SPORTS
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WAIROA BELL DEC 14 1894 MAROPIU
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WAIROA BELL NOVEMBER 13 1893 MAROPIU SPORTS DAY
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BELOW: A SCENE ON THE KAIHU RIVER AT MAROPIU
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KERR FAMILY

LEFT: ALEXANDER, ELIZABETH AND POLLY, WHO MADE MAROPIU THEIR HOME WITH FIVE OF
POLLY'S BROTHERS AFTER A HUGE JOURNEY ACROSS THE SEA.

Alexander Kerr was 54 years old when he made the
journey from England with his wife Elizabeth and the
couple's only daughter Polly to settle in the very rural
area of Maropiu, North of Dargaville.
Together Alexander and Elizabeth raised seven children
in England and had made the 47-day journey from
London to Wellington to join their five sons, who were
already living in New Zealand. Charles, Edmund and
Alexander emigrated in 1900, John in 1902 and William
in 1904.
The three Kerr’s travelled to New Zealand on the SS
Ionic under the charge of Captain J O Carter, arriving in Wellington on December 6, 1905.
The journey was a pleasant one except when the ship met strong winds, moderate gales
and high seas while crossing the Bay of Biscay.
Born in Dryfesdale, Scotland, in 1852, Alexander was recorded as an apprentice in coaching
painting in Carlisle, England in the 1871 census.
He married Elizabeth Wightman on April 17, 1876, at St Mary's in Applethwaite,
Windermere.
They lived in Preston and Chorley, Lancashire, before returning to Windermere where they
remained until 1905.
The three eldest sons acquired land at Maropiu when they arrived in 1900 and Alexander,
Elizabeth and Polly ventured northwards to join them as soon as they could. This entailed
more time in a sailing boat, travelling up the East Coast to Auckland, a train journey to
Helensville, another boat across the Kaipara Harbour to Dargaville, a train to Maropiu
Station and then a ride or walk over the hill to the valley which was home to the family for
more than 70 years.
Their new home would have been a shock to the system, even after their various modes of
accommodation over the past few months as it was a nikau whare with an earth floor.
There were none of the modern conveniences, such as running water, electricity, or even a
wood stove.
Elizabeth would have assumed her role as mother, taking over the tasks of cooking and
cleaning, while Alexander may have spent his days with his sons clearing and farming the
land.
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It was a very isolated place and travel to Dargaville was rare. The nearest township was
Kaihu some 12 km. away and would have meant a day's outing.
Alexander died at Maropiu on January 5, 1915, at the age of 63 and was buried in Mt
Wesley Old Cemetery in Block 3.
Some of the Kerr family descendants recently held a reunion and unveiled a new headstone
for Alexander. 1
KERR FAMILY REUNION

LEFT: THE KERR FAMILY REUNION — A TIME
TO ENJOY, REFLECT AND GIVE THANKS

A reunion on Anniversary
Weekend was a chance for
a look back into the past for
60 members of the Kerr
family, a family once well
known in Northern Wairoa.
“Visitors came from as far away as England, some from Hastings but the majority
came from the Waikato” says Dargaville woman Sue Curtis, a descendant of the
original settlers and organiser of the reunion held at Lighthouse Function Centre.
Sue has also compiled a history to coincide with their get together. ‘Across
Oceans and Rivers’ tells of Scotsman Alexander and Elizabeth Kerr’s migration to
New Zealand. It also follows the fortunes and adventures of most of their kinfolk
in their new country.
In an unusual twist 23-year-old Charles, Ted 22 years, and Alexander Jnr 19 years,
were first to arrive on the S.S. Banffshire in 1900. Charles and Ted both bought
land at Maropiu about 20 kilometres North of Dargaville. Another son, Jack,
followed in 1901 to live for many years in Aranga near Waipoua Forest.
William (Will) followed the older boys in 1904 and Mary (Polly) in 1905. She was
to marry Arthur Northwood of Kaitaia and Northland photography fame.
It was only when the others were all here that parents Alexander and Elizabeth
decided to come with Polly to catch up with the rest of the family. Family history
tells how they started their new life living with the boys in a raupo hut at
Maropiu.
Margaret (Maggie) was a fifth child arriving in New Zealand in 1918 after her
1 SOURCE: © FAIRFAX NZ NEWS
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husband’s death.
At the reunion on Saturday morning two presentations told the tale of their
English ancestors and the stories of their descendants who had come to New
Zealand.
After lunch there was a visit to the top of Maropiu Road to see the land that had
been in the Kerr family for 70 years. “Our visitors were thrilled to see the actual
place where their forefathers lived, but it’s all in pine trees now” says Sue.
Our patriarch Alexander Kerr died at Maropiu in 1915 and was buried in Mt
Wesley Cemetery, so we took the chance to unveil a new headstone on his grave
on Sunday morning. Appropriately, the ceremony was led by John Kerr a lay
preacher and member of our family.
“It was a wonderful weekend — a great success.”

2 SOURCE: BRIAN EASTWOOD

2
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HUME FAMILY

The Hume family also lived over the Maropiu hill above the school and were neighbours of
the Kerr’s.
Left: Charles Joseph Hume (WWI) would take over the
family farm after the war, settle and have a large family
who would all attend the Maropiu School.
Charles was born 28 June 1892 at Mangawhare, Dargaville
NZ.
On enlisting for WWI His religion was Presbyterian and his
next of kin was R. Hume (father) of Maropiu.
He was single, a farmer, 5 feet 10 inches with black hair
and was recommended for NZ Medical Corps because of
stutter.

Note: Other prominent families to live at Maropiu pre 1900 were the Trounson’s,
Patuawa and Snowden: These families have featured in earlier journals.
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PAPERS PAST FOR MAROPIU
MR. DARGAVILLE AND THE LEADER
NORTHERN ADVOCATE, 6 AUGUST 1887

MARSDEN-DARGAVILLE-THOMPSON
TE AROHA NEWS, VOLUME V, ISSUE 222, 1 OCTOBER 1887
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Auckland News
WANGANUI CHRONICLE, VOLUME XXXI,
ISSUE 11346, 17 OCTOBER 1888

MATCH AT ARATAPU.
AUCKLAND STAR, VOLUME XIX, ISSUE 116, 17 MAY 1888
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ARATAPU
OBSERVER, VOLUME XI, ISSUE 723, 5 NOVEMBER 1892

NORTHERN ADVOCATE, 18 NOVEMBER 1893

Polling booths: Nathans store Maropiu:
Mr. Kjers store Kaiiwi:
Mitchelson store Babylon:
MAJORITY 990

NORTHERN ADVOCATE, 2 DECEMBER 1893, PAGE 5
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NELSON EVENING MAIL, VOLUME XXIX, ISSUE 289,
6 DECEMBER 1895
STAR, ISSUE 5433, 7 DECEMBER 1895, PAGE 6

OBSERVER, VOLUME XVI, ISSUE 987, 4 DECEMBER 1897
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OBSERVER, VOLUME XVI, ISSUE 979, 2 OCTOBER 1897
OBSERVER, VOLUME XVI, ISSUE 985, 20 NOVEMBER 1897

NELSON EVENING MAIL, 4 APRIL 1898, PAGE 3

STAR, ISSUE 6500, 1 JUNE 1899, PAGE 3
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WHAKATAU
Towards - in the direction of a hill
On the West bank of the Kaihu River
Note - this site is located just North of the Kaiiwi Lakes turn off on the Eastern right side
of State Highway 12 being now a bush reserve, tapu ground.
LEGEND
This event, though Pokaia was not engaged in it, was a further inducement for him to attack
the Te Roroa tribe; but there were other causes as well, for Mr. Carleton in his ‘Life of
Archdeacon Williams’ tells us that, “Pokaia, ancestor of the famous Hone Heke, was deeply
in love with Kararu, sister of Hongi Hika, and persecuted her so to become his wife that she,
to be rid of him, became the wife of Tahere, a much older chief. Pokaia, in order to vent his
rage and vexation, made a wanton attack on Taoho, chief of Kaihu, a brave of the NgatiWhatua tribe.”
These causes combining, induced Pokaia to raise a taua and proceed to Kaihu, where he
suddenly fell upon a small Pa of Taoho's called ‘Whakatau’ near Maropiu in the Kaihu
Valley, which he took by surprise, killing, and then eating all the inhabitants.

TE KAWAU STREAM/DAIRY FLAT
Shag stream (Tapu)

DAIRY FLAT
Approximately 15 km by rail from Dargaville
This may have been a place for gathering flax and eels
Rail stop

MAMARANUI
Removing a tapu: sun: large?
Approximately, 14 km by rail from Dargaville
West bank of the Kaihu River
Rail stop, rail stock yards, Store, Schools, Hall
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AWAMUTU
Channel, landing place for canoes last place or end of
East bank of the Kaihu River, just South of Mamaranui

WAIATUA STREAM
Water demon ghost
Flows out of the Waimata hills East of the Kaihu River

WAIMATA
Water – bullet, scene of an age old battle
The South Eastern hills which border the Kaihu River

TE TAITA
Driftwood in the river bed
School, Church, Marae, Rail Station
Approximately, 12 km by rail from Dargaville
West bank of the Kaihu River
Age old flax processing village for Parore worked by slaves
Very significant as a camp or stop over place for the ‘Old People’
Also land for cultivation with a nearby burial ground

This map sketched about 1852 copied from
Byrne’s book: ‘The Unknown Kaipara’ shows
two settlements in the top left corner: One
on the West bank and the other on the East
bank of the Kaihu River: I believe these
settlements were both at Te Taita. There was
also a place of worship at each settlement.
In years to come there was a native school
established on the East bank as well as the
West which indicates there was a population on both sides.
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Joel Polack gives his account of this place in 1832…
WE then re-passed much of the ground we had travelled over the preceding day, recrossed
several times the river which runs up to the foot of the village, and several streams that
were new to me. The soil in these parts was a deep rich black mould, covered with decayed
vegetable matter. Unwilling to lose the benefit we might derive from passing these woods, I
gave muskets, shot, and powder to two of our best marksmen, Tamaroa and Parre, the
latter a native wit, who kept his comrades in continual good-humour; he was very clever in
imitations, affording us all much merriment by the smartness of his replies.
The bush abounded with pigeons of splendid plumage and delicious flavour; the rivers were
prolific with wild ducks, the summer being the season they are found in greatest number.
The sportsmen took their own paths, previously appointing Tetaita, a flax village belonging
to Parore, as our head-quarters.
New Zealand Cemetery…
We passed an extensive grove containing a Wai-tapu. In this place was deposited the bones
of a male and female chief of Kaipara.
The house which enclosed these remains
of mortality was built of old canoes that,
having belonged to the deceased, were
not allowed to be used after their death.
It was much in shape of a large watchbox, with a shelving roof, slanting like a
skilling, which it resembled. It was
surmounted with a maihi, or
frontispiece, which was decorated with
feathers.
The house was enclosed with a compact
fence, on which was fastened, with wooden pegs, large pieces of canoe boards, with
hieroglyphics denoting the tattooed marks on the body of the deceased.
This was the largest Wai-tapu I had seen; the whole was painted with kokowai. My natives,
on passing this sepulchre of the departed, closed near to each other; at this moment a little
kori-maku bird struck up its vocal powers with its tone as clear as a musical glass. Wata
turned to me and said, "That is the god of the New Zealanders; he warns us not to come
near the Wai-tapu; let us walk quickly, and avoid his anger." I acceded to his wish,
determined, as far as lay in my power, to comply with the customs of this singular people. I
attempted by argument to prove the erroneous ideas he entertained of a merciful Creator. I
inquired who were the native gods. “Our chiefs” replied my informant, “who have been
renowned men in this life; whose spirits become immortal, and who busy themselves in the
affairs of their descendants while in this existence”. I inquired how the chiefs had died who
were mouldering in the Wai-tapu we had passed. Wata stated the chief had fallen in battle,
but his body had been recovered by his friends, who had severed it in several pieces, and
conveyed it home in baskets; his wife, on hearing of his untimely fate, had immolated
herself by hanging.
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Flax Houses…
We soon gained another plain, on which the flax leaves were so high, as to render it almost
impenetrable. We soon arrived at Tetaita, a village belonging to Parore. In this place was
erected three large flax-houses, filled with scraped flax of various qualities. One house
contained some tons of hungahunga, or silken flax; the others with muka maori, or common
native flax. We met with a few natives in this village who testified much surprise at seeing
me: they were related to my party. I congratulated myself they did not appear in a crying
humour, so I was saved the discord of the tangi, though one old dame commenced
whimpering: she was a slave. On perceiving Koruhana, who was her master's niece, she
would fain have cried, but gave it up, as she met with no encouragement, and none felt
inclined for the luxury of being miserable.
A party of mongrels who appertained to these people, who were principally slaves,
commenced with the usual vociferation of their tribe; but our two Achates, who brought up
the rear, soon silenced these degenerate curs. A pretty winding stream ran past the village,
which was early vacated by the party who preceded us, who took to their canoes, and were
soon out of sight. Here we encamped for dinner. Our two marksmen did not join us here,
which did not give me any uneasiness, as they knew where we intended passing the night.
The iron pot was found to be serviceable; and, after it had cooked the necessary provisions,
was placed in a basket and reserved for my especial use. The flax-houses in this village were
nearly eighty feet in length, and thirty feet in breadth. They were put together by poles and
raupo, and the lower parts were open, with only poles placed across. The whole of the
prepared flax was tapued, and of course safe from depredation.
After resting an hour, including dinner, we resumed our travel.
Note: Parore had been processing flax here before 1832 with slaves captured by the
wars of Hongi Hika about 1825. Did he sell the processed flax to the mystery European
people of the Kaipara or was it for local use? This was before the first known sailing ships
came into the Kaipara 1836. Or did he trade with the following gentleman.
JOHN RODOLPHUS KENT
As master of the brig Elizabeth and then of the Emma Kemp, cutter, and Governor
Macquarie, brig, he traded between Port Jackson and New Zealand with the occasional
speculative voyage to the Pacific Islands. Seal skins from the Southern coasts, spars from
Hokianga, flax and pork and potatoes wherever a few tons were offering, Kent shipped
them all across the Tasman for his Sydney employer, Francis Mitchell. He had a shore base
at Koutu Point, Hokianga (where early in 1828 he was joined by some of the first New
Zealand Company settlers), under the protection of the Ngati Korokoro chief Moetara, with
whose sister he formed an alliance. But at the end of the decade Kawhia supplanted
Hokianga as his principal New Zealand port of call. Assisted by a group of flax agents whom
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he established in the area, Kent was the chief supplier of arms to the Waikato tribes, who
congregated at Kawhia to trade with him.
TAOHO TANE
Mother’s people from Taita (Netana): Urupa Maitahi.
My name is Taoho Tane. My Father was Percy Tane Hohaia. His father was Mekene Tane
Hohaia. His father was Te Tane Hohaia and his mother was Te Amohia Taimona. Te Amohia
is my great grandmother and she is buried at Roiho Urupa, (Pakanae) Opononi-South
Hokianga. She is buried next to her husband Te Tane Hohaia. Te Amohia is of Ngati Wharara
descent a sub tribe of Ngapuhi. Te Tane Hohaia was from Tauwhara which is near Waimate
North, Bay of Islands. Today you will find lots of Hohaia and some Tane in this area.
My grandfathers (Mekene) uri have a whanau farm which is South of the Hokianga at a
beautiful place called Waikara and are a part of Te Roroa, Ngati Korokoro and Ngati
Wharara. Our Marae there is called Waikara our urupa is called Whakarongotai. This is
where my grandfather, Mekene and my father are buried. Te Amohia Taimona whanau now
go by the surname Diamond.
The Diamond whanau marae is Te Kai Waha which is just South of Omapere, South
Hokianga. In regards to your Netana Patuawa whanau their Marae is Taita Marae which is
in Mamaranui which is North of Dargaville. Their urupa is Maitahi which is just down the
road from the marae. The Netana Patuawa whanau has another marae in the Waipoua
Forest. This is called Matatina and the urupa is called Pahinui. The reason I know this
whanau is because my mother is closely related to this whanau.
Naku noa, Taoho Tane
Note: On 11 January 1875, Saint Mary's church at Te Taita was opened by the Auckland
Bishop Doctor Cowie, on land set aside by Te Rore Taoho and Parore. The service was
conducted in Maori and attended by all the community, including settlers from Wairoa.
The chiefs, who later dealt with the Crown in respect of the lands, the subject of this
claim, were accordingly familiar with the intentions of the Treaty and the guarantees by
the Crown which it contained, and the Christian principles upon which the Treaty was
founded.
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MAITAHI URUPA
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NEWS FROM PAPERS PAST FOR TE TAITA
DAILY SOUTHERN CROSS, VOLUME XXVIII,
ISSUE 4550, 26 MARCH 1872
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NATIVE INTELLIGENCE (FROM JULY 9 TO AUGUST 8)
DAILY SOUTHERN CROSS, VOLUME XXVIII, ISSUE 4667,
9 AUGUST 1872, PAGE 7

DAILY SOUTHERN CROSS, VOLUME XXXI, ISSUE 5443,
2 FEBRUARY 1875
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ACCIDENTS AND FATALITIES
EVENING POST, VOLUME XXXII, ISSUE 191, 30 DECEMBER 1886
AUCKLAND. — THIS DAY
THAMES STAR, VOLUME XXIII, ISSUE 7091, 25 JANUARY 1892

MONDAY, JULY 31, 1893 BREAKERS AHEAD
EVENING POST, VOLUME XLVI, ISSUE 26, 31 JULY 1893
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WAITAKUHURUHURU STREAM
Water slow coarse hairy bristles
On the West bank of the Kaihu River just South of Taita
PLACE NAME CHANGES PROPOSED BY GOVERNMENT. 2007…
The Bill provides for the official amendment or assignment of six place names. The name
‘Merowharara Stream’ is altered to ‘Mirowharara Stream’, the name ‘Taita Stream’ (for that
part of the stream flowing from the bridge at SH. 12. and into the Kaihu River) is altered to
‘Waitakuhuruhuru Stream’, the name ‘Waitapu Stream’ is altered to ‘Ngaiore Stream’, the
name ‘Mangatara Stream’ is assigned to a previously unnamed stream, the name ‘Ohae’ is
assigned to a previously unnamed location and the name “Maunga Kairara” is assigned to a
previously unnamed hill . 3

MAITAHI
Quietly sweep? Maybe in respect for the dead
Approximately 11 km by rail from Dargaville
On the West bank of the Kaihu River
Rail Station, Wahi Tapu/Cemetery

3 SOURCE: (PART 2, SUBPART 5, CLAUSE 82; SCHEDULE 3). © NZ PARLIAMENTARY LIBRARY, 2007
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PAPERS PAST
NORTHERN ADVOCATE, 23 HARATUA 1891

OTAPANIHU
Unripe-Fortress-Neap of the tide
From Joel Polack 1832 he mentions that this name was given to that part of the Kaihu River
which became navigable or perhaps tidal as follows…
Night Bivouac…
At sunset we arrived at Otapanihu, where we found our absentees, who had killed fifteen
large pigeons, and a quantity of parrots, hawks, &c. The birds had been well plucked and
cleaned; fires were kindled, and three houses erected, --one for the retinue, one for Kaka's
family, and a third for myself. Hastily as these houses had been constructed, they were
impervious to wind and rain. This station had been formerly a nourishing village, where the
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navigable part of the Kaihu river commences; now, every place in the vicinity is deserted, the
former tribes that existed in this spot having been entirely destroyed. Their name is yet
remembered, but none now living bear it.

ROTU
A sleep making spell
Approximately 8 km by rail from Dargaville
On the West bank of the Kaihu River
Rail Station

TE PANIU
Body of Persons Bereaved
About half way between Rotu and Babylon railway stations

BABYLON
Could be a name-relic of the days when the Maori had learning for Biblical place names
Approximately, 5 km by rail from Dargaville
West bank of the Kaihu River
Gum digging, Flax Harvesting, Store, Post Office
Kauri Gum Extraction Plant c 1920

CHINA MAN’S LANDING
Just South of Babylon on the East bank of the Kaihu River
NORTH OTAGO TIMES, VOLUME XXVIII,
ISSUE 2664, 24 DECEMBER 1880
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KAITANGA
Food- assemble
Approximately, 4 km by rail from Dargaville Rail stop
Approximately seven miles by the Kaihu River from Dargaville: Navigable by small vessels
On the East and West bank of the Kaihu River
Site for Kaihu Flax mill village: Also known as the “Waimarama Mill”
Two Stores, Butcher Shop, Hall for school and place for worship

KAIHU FLAX MILL
West bank of the Kaihu River
Note: see Journal Eight for a detailed description of this Industry
SOME EARLY SURNAMES FOR THIS DISTRICT

George Fraser, 1832 – 1901: Engineer.
Theodore Frederic Sandbach Tinne: Engineer.
Maria Florence Rogers…
Born: 21 November 1874
Place: Kaihu Flax Mill New Zealand
Died 3 May 1931
FLAX MILL SCHOOL ROLL: 1886
Elizabeth and Margaret Archibald: Bertnam Booker: Amie, Charlotte, Jack and Katie
Craven: Harry Davis: Kuata and Raku Hami: Charles, Florence, Henrietta Harris: Harry
Davis: Meri and Smith Hohua: Beara and Paul McCarthy: Charles, James and Robert
Mackie: Charles, Hariata, Martha and Tuhi Maihi: Po Matini: Nellie Neal: Kapo Raihi:
Richard Rupana: Kate Tane: Rita Thompson: Walter Tawaewae: Lena Watene.
About 1871: Fraser and Tinne owners of the Phoenix Foundry in Auckland establish a Flax
Mill at Kaitanga on the Kaihu River on leased land from Chief Parore Te Awa and others.
Fraser and Tinne’s ownership of the Mill at Kaitanga about 7 miles up the Kaihu River by
water, from the mouth where she meets the Northern Wairoa was known as ‘The Kaihu
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Flax Company Ltd’ 1872 – 1880: it was officially formed on the 28th March 1872 with a
nominal capital of five thousand pounds with eleven shareholders as follows;
Tinne Theodore. Engineer: Fraser George. Engineer:
Dorodeu Walter. Auctioneer: Breach Samuel Augustus. Share broker:
Seymour Felix. Clerk: Wilkins William Doug. Clerk:
Butterworth James. Store man: Breach Moses. Clergyman:
Ridings Ellen. ? : Diggles Robert. Settler: Tinne John Earnest. Merchant:
In 1873 Fraser and Tinne registered another company in Liverpool, United Kingdom called
‘The New Zealand Fibre Company’ with a capital of 40,000 pounds with nearly 10,000
pounds of the capital subscribed to by nine Liverpool men. This company was formed to
import machinery into New Zealand of which flax into fibre and fibre into paper machinery
was also introduced.
After the fire destroyed the mill in 1871 a new mill was built on the original site over about
a five year period. It housed some of the best machinery of its time with the capabilities of
making paper, rope, clothes lines, twine, marline and floor cloth.
The Flax Mill also became commonly known as Tinnies
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NEWS FROM PAPERS PAST
DAILY SOUTHERN CROSS, VOLUME XXIX, ISSUE 5095, 19 DECEMBER 1873, PAGE 5
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KIRIOTUPATO/PARORE
Kiriotupato: (Skin/bark cautious suspicious)
Parore: (One meaning of the word is gentle, soft, and agreeable; it is also the name of a
fish, bream, and or black perch)
Approximately 2 km by rail from Dargaville, Called: Flax Mill Station
East and West bank of the Kaihu River
The railway station was named after the celebrated old chief ‘Parore Te Awha’, who lived
on the Northern Wairoa and died in 1887, aged nearly a hundred years. He was always very
friendly to the Europeans. Parore spent his senior days living in a European style home on
high ground above the East bank of the Kaihu River just North of Dargaville at Houhanga.
1871: Joseph Dargaville leased a few acres off Parore for his gum trading post a few miles
up the Kaihu River at a place called Kiriotupato, then after a little while he moved back to
Whapu where he leased and then purchased off Parore and others the site of the Dargaville
Township today.
Note; I believe “Kiriotupato” was the old name and changed to “Parore” later on to
accommodate the mana of Chief Parore.

TE MUKA
Prepared fibre from flax
Eventually a site for a school
Just West of Parore

KAIWAKA
Canoes eaten or destroyed
A gum digger’s camp just South of Parore
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HOUHANGA
Peaceful
Just North of Dargaville: Marae for local Iwi.
Home for Parore Te Awha
LEFT: MAP OF THE MOUTH OF THE KAIHU RIVER.
THE HOUSE OF PARORE JUST NORTH OF WHAPU: C. 1871-72

THAMES STAR, VOLUME XIII, ISSUE 4347,
6 DECEMBER 1882, PAGE 2

THAMES STAR, VOLUME XV, ISSUE 4854,
31 JULY 1884,
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3
KAIHU RIVER MEETS THE TIDES
WHAPU/KAIHU/DARGAVILLE-MANGAWHARE

WHAPU
The source
An old name for the Eastern bank of the Kaihu River where it meets the Northern Wairoa
River: This area was also called Kaihu being the mouth of the Kaihu River. Today it is called
Dargaville after the founder.
LEFT: MAP OF THE MOUTH OF THE KAIHU RIVER
WHAPU ON THE EAST BANK-MANGAWHARE
ON THE WEST C. 1871-72

SOME NEWS FROM PAPERS PAST FOR WHAPU
BIRTHS
DAILY SOUTHERN CROSS, VOLUME XXVIII, ISSUE 4641, 10 JULY 1872
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CHIEF POST OFFICE, AUCKLAND.
DAILY SOUTHERN CROSS, VOLUME XXIX,
ISSUE 4868, 3 APRIL 1873
DAILY SOUTHERN CROSS, VOLUME XXIX,
ISSUE 4909, 21 MAY 1873

KAIHU
kai hu a Ihenga. kai: food. hu: secret
The full name was Kai-hu-a-Ihenga. Ihenga was a grandson of Tama-Te-Kapua.
He went travelling in the far North, and his men carried some Toheroa inland. While his
companions were absent Ihenga ate all of the remaining supplies, and pretended he knew
nothing about it. He was found out, and the place named as a reminder of his greed.
Note: This story originated when Kaihu was then at the mouth of the Kaihu River where
Dargaville and Mangawhare are today.
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DARGAVILLE
Named after the founder: Joseph Dargaville
The History of this Village has already been recorded by other Historians so I will only touch
on this place briefly.
When Joel Polack passed through here in 1832 the place was void of human occupation as
the Ngapuhi had wiped out and or chased off the ‘Old People’ of this area. There was
evidence of Pa or camp sights but the whole area was like a ghost town.
The Pa at Mangawhare now known as Mt Wesley was deserted and by this stage had
become an overnight camp.
It probably had been a very strategic place for the ‘Old People’ to live as it gave ready
access by water to the Kaipara Harbour and also inland up the Kaihu and Northern Wairoa
River as far as they were navigable being tidal to a certain point.
Unfortunately though, the waterways also gave ready access to marauding tribes as they
navigated the Kaipara Harbour and her Rivers on their journeys of vengeance. Ngapuhi
being the last known attacking tribe as they chased Ngati Whatua out of the Kaipara 182425.
Note: Joel Pollack tells us what this area was like in 1832 as his party make camp and
then paddled off in canoes down to the mouth of the Kaihu River next morning.
Their departure point would have been at about Babylon as we know it today…
Enter Our Canoes…
At the earliest dawn, I was awakened by the sweet voices of the many beautiful birds that
literally filled the bushes, whose varied notes echoed throughout the adjacent bush until
sunrise. It was a lovely morning: the heavy dews that had fallen during the night gave
freshness to everything in nature. At 5 A.M. we started from our resting-place; and, after a
short travel, soon arrived at the place where the canoes lay anchored amid a quantity of
reeds alongside the banks of the Kaihu.
These native boats had nothing particular to recommend them. The largest was
appropriated for me, and a seat was constructed in the centre. They were without topsides,
and, when loaded, were within two inches of the water, so that the least restlessness of any
sitter within filled them with the fluid. For my own part, I had been much used to this sort of
conveyance, being similar to the pirogues in which I had formerly made passages within the
island of Madagascar. As soon as we were all seated in our places, the three canoes started
in company, and were steered down the river with great rapidity.
Our helmsmen commenced the usual boat-chant, which, with trifling practice, enables every
person to keep exact time with his paddle; the singer is joined occasionally in a chorus by
those who keep stroke, at which time additional force is given to the paddle. The celerity
with which a canoe is made to pursue its course often astonishes the stranger.
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Native Boat Race…
We soon left Otapanihu behind us. The river took a devious course, and was at this place
very narrow; our canoes were also much impeded in their progress by the many branches
and stumps of trees that had fallen in the water, and blocked the course of the
unfrequented river. In one place an immense rata tree had fallen across, and caused us all
to quit the canoes, and draw them over this broad impediment. After we had passed the
distance of a few miles, we got clear of these annoyances; and the stream which had
hitherto been but a few yards in breadth, now expanded to some width.
Here we commenced an animated race, in which the females displayed equal agility with
the males, joining in chorus, and keeping the necessary time required. I also amused myself
by paddling, which is fatiguing at the commencement; but a little practice accustoms any
person to the exertion. Hitherto the banks on either side presented solely flax bushes, whose
tall waving leaves rose to the height of twelve feet; the shale growing between the tufts,
which bear the flowers and seed, rising to the height of twenty feet, which overhung the
sides of this silent river.
Deserted Villages…
Here was an article growing in wild, luxuriant abundance, amply sufficient to employ the
energies of thousands of a civilised, industrious people; but this place was deserted, and not
an inhabitant was to be seen. The very names of many tribes, originally belonging to the
soil, had passed away from human remembrance.
Several places we passed were pointed out to me as having been particularly populous. The
only remembrance left of human beings having tenanted the place, were a few rotten sticks
and decayed rushes, and, in various spots, pieces of old canoes standing perpendicular and
solitary, grotesquely carved, as a monument to an illustrious man departed. These deserted
spots -- villages no more -- from the lone, unbroken silence around, gave me sensations
undefinably unpleasant. "Where," I inquired, musingly, "is the stirring haka, the tangi of
affection, the agile dance, and shout of merriment?" I was answered by the plaintive ti-ti-ti
of the Kori-maku bird, who sat perched on a raoui, whose original carving had long since
been obliterated, and covered with ivy like moss.
Spirited Diversions…
The canoes were hastily paddled past this spot, as the poor Korimaku was instantly
recognised as the Atua, or spirit, of the chief, whose bones had been buried long since in the
sepulchre below. I was told by Tamaroa, who was well learned in the traditions of these
parts, that the monument we had just passed had been erected to the memory of a great
warrior chief of Kaipara, named Tamiteri, who had fallen in battle, fighting the tribes of
Waikato. His body had been recovered, but the head had been purloined by the enemy, who
had preserved it after the native fashion. It was added, he had become a river-god, and kept
at this station, upsetting canoes, and playing divers feats of a similar nature, such as
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causing the river at times to be impassable, by raising heavy swells, as some satisfaction for
the detention of his head.
It reminded me of the civilised traditions of those veritable saints, St. Denis and St. Patrick.
Our companions in the canoe listened with the most eager attention to the truths uttered by
this chorographer.
When this object was no longer in view, the paddling suddenly ceased, and a consultation
was held as to what the departed Tamiteri had said in the form of the korimaku.
Superstition…
The conclusions of these people were various; some construed the communication into an
approaching storm; others were divided on the opposite side of the question, conceiving it
signified calm: so that either course of weather would give just pretensions to the Atua's
predictions. I congratulated myself that the bird had carolled with its usual clear note; for I
verily believe, had his throat evinced any hoarseness, it would have caused us no little delay.
I became continually fearful of the croaking of frogs, which congregate in the adjoining
marshes in great numbers, from the ridiculous superstitions of these people.

MANGAWHARE
Manga: stream. Whare: house
Very early trading post by the European
Trading stores, Churches, Hotels, Wharfs
Dairy Factory:
Note: Once again there has been much written about the history of this village. For this
compilation for Mangawhare I have concentrated more on capturing the news of the day
from Papers Past which I hope you will find informative and interesting.
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A NOTE FROM TIMES PAST
Note: Mangawhare, situated on the Wairoa River, at a distance of about 103 miles from
Auckland, is the oldest established trading station in Hobson County. Until recently this
district was the property of Dr. J. Logan Campbell, who sold it to Messrs A. E. Harding and
Co.
Mangawhare has a post and telephone office, a large hotel, a store with a gum shed,
Roman Catholic and churches, two halls, and a county wharf. The village is a small one,
as, until lately, the land has been withheld from sale, but as it is divided from Dargaville
only by the Kaihu creek—which is already bridged—the two townships will in course of
time become one.
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NOTES ON NORTHERN WAIROA: UNKNOWN
DAILY SOUTHERN CROSS, VOLUME XXXII, ISSUE 5788, 15 APRIL 1876
After steaming five miles up the River the “Minnie Casey” makes a call at Mangawhare, the
station of Messrs’ Brown, Campbell and Co, and the first settlement from Aratapu, lying on
the same side of the river.
A landing was affected at a strongly built wharf standing out in front of the main store. This
is a large, commodious, well stocked place, and contains the Post Office and Savings' Bank.
The returns from this latter department are satisfactory, and show that bush men and gumdiggers can be saving, for ill addition to a large amount deposited in the bank, Mr. Spencer,
the manager, holds up wards of £600 on trust for these much maligned men.
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4
NORTHERN WAIROA RIVER

Note: An observation from the Northern Maori Electoral role, 1908, shows the spelling
of “Wairoa” as we know it today being spelt and pronounced “Waiora”. Which means;
health - soundness?
Was “Wairoa” another spelling mistake by the European, and if so we would not have
needed the Northern attached to make “Northern Waiora” as I don’t believe there is
another river in New Zealand with the spelling “Waiora”?
Just like the history for Dargaville and Mangawhare much has been written and recorded
for the Northern Wairoa River. I did think it would be interesting though for the reader to
read notes from James Buller’s journals as he arrived on the Northern Wairoa in 1839 to
settle.
MR. AND MRS. BULLER AT TANGITERORIA MISSION STATION
His notes as written…
Tangiteroria…
NATIVE names are significant. On the Wairoa River, in the Kaipara district, the tide flows
with great force, sending back the stream to the source of the river. In the narrow reaches it
rose and fell from fourteen to twenty feet. Eels abound in the muddy banks. To capture
these, the Maoris used large weirs. Rushing by the long poles, the tide produced an audible
vibration. This was notably the case in a certain place. The natives compared it to the sound
of the large conch shell, which was their war trumpet. Hence the name of Tangiteroria:
meaning, (sound of the trumpet).
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BELOW: BULLER’S MISSION HOUSE ON THE NORTHERN WAIROA RIVER

It was at this place where a purchase of a hundred and fifty acres of forest land was
affected, in 1838, as the site of a new station. Before anything could be done in the way of
building, large trees had to be felled and cleared away. Of one of those trees, a Kauri pine,
the natives made a big canoe, which for years did good service for the transit of goods. It
held as much cargo as a small schooner.
The Rev. James Wallis began this work. He was removed, after a few months, to his former
station in the South. I succeeded him.
For three years I had been studying the language, and could now talk it with fluency. A
vessel called the Elizabeth was chartered to take my family goods, and chattels, from
Hokianga to the Kaipara. The distance coastwise is about seventy miles. The spacious
entrance lies between overlapping sand-spits, upon which the sea is always breaking.
Four large rivers flow into the estuary, which is about six miles across at the Heads. These
are the Kaipara, the Oruawaro, the Otamatea, and the Wairoa. They are all navigable for
large ships. It was far up, on the last-named of those rivers, that our station was being
formed. Vessels of heavy burden can go up fifty miles or more. After that the river gradually
narrows, is tortuous in its course, and suited only for steamers.
At that time there was no commerce in the whole district; now there are many farms,
settlements, and large trading depots. It is destined to great importance. Our barque
dropped anchor about twenty miles up the river. There we landed, on an afternoon. A large
hut gave us shelter for the night, but the mosquitoes deprived us of sleep.
We proceeded to our new home on the following day, in the large canoe of which I have
written. When we reached our destination, it wore a desolate look. The framework of a
wooden house was standing, and a few acres of the forest felled: the huge logs, and the
blackened stumps, made a picture of ugliness. Flocks of the kaka (parrot) were cawing
among the trees. Their grating, hollow sound, together with the cooing of the dove and the
screaming of the owl, had a depressing effect.
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The natives were all away, and there was no one to receive and bid us welcome. A strip of
land along the river-side--an old cultivation-- had been sown with wheat. On this we had to
rely for our supply of flour, with no other means of grinding it than by a hand-steel mill.
Being over-ripe, it was all but perishing. Our first care was to cut and gather it into a stack.
We had to "labour, working with our own hands," and when we enjoyed the fruit of our
labour, I could say in truth, “these hands have ministered unto my necessities, and to them
that were with me”.
For many a long day the sound of the axe, and the “tena” (call to effort) of the Maori, were
heard, before the place put on the rosy aspect described in the last chapter.
Our goats gave us milk until we got cows; but before I could have grass to feed cows, I had
to go four days' journey to the North, with some native lad’s, to get seed. Similar visits were
made for cuttings, stocks, and grafts, of many kinds of trees.
For miles, the banks of the river are now lined with the graceful willow trees which have
sprung from the shoots I imported. Fruitful orchards are the outcome of grafts I introduced.
Luxuriant meadows are the result of the grass-seed which I sowed. On both sides of the
river, is a rich alluvial deposit, yielding heavy crops. A freshet sometimes overflows the
banks and covers those flats. Fences would be all under water; all buildings, therefore, were
erected on rising grounds. The land ascending from those cultivations is hilly, broken, and
woody, extending to a range of mountains called Tangi huia.
As on the Hokianga, so here, are valuable forests of the Kauri pine. In going across the
country, I have rested on the apex of a lofty mound, bare of trees, from which I had a wide
outlook. As far as the eye could range, there was but a vast sweep of silent and sombre
woodland, with the river, like a silver thread, winding through it. It brought to my mind the
solitude of Martin Luther when he was confined to the castle, amid the primeval forests of
old Germany.
The natives, in the immediate locality, were not numerous, and lived in scattered kainga, or
villages, a few families together. Wars had desolated the territory in former days. The
leading chief, Te Tirarau, lived near to my station; his place was called Te Aotahi. He claimed
possession by right of conquest. He, and his people, were glad to have a missionary near
them, but did not care to listen to his teaching. Only a few of them would come to the
services.
Kaihu was the name of a rich valley, just fifteen miles inland, from a point which was thirty
miles or more down the river. A tribe of two hundred, or thereabout, lived there under the
chief Parore. They had embraced Christianity, and built a church. I visited them periodically.
It was then a rough journey, and in winter, when the woods were inundated, I had, in
places, to walk breast-high in water. They built me a little cottage, as I always stayed
several days with them. It was supplied with the prophet's furniture--a bed, and a table, and
a stool, and a candlestick.
A few apple trees were planted within the fence that enclosed it. The wife of my old
teacher, Hohepa Tapapa, had charge of it. When I was expected, she would put it in order: a
clean layer of fern was provided, boiling water was poured over the ground-floor--this was
to destroy the fleas,--and a new mat was laid down.
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It was the custom of the people to bring to me their little differences--cases of conscience,-and texts of Scripture for consideration. I used to meet them in a large house, separate from
my little cot, where a fire burned on the floor, and the only exit for the smoke was through
the doorway.
After a fatiguing walk, I was not always prepared to sit up to a late hour, and they were
fond of talking at night. At last, I hit upon an expedient that answered my purpose. They are
given to smoking; I therefore stipulated that, after our evening prayer, I would stay with
them as long as they refrained from the pipe: I said it was enough to endure the smoke of
the fire, without the fumes of the tobacco. The appearance of the pipe was to be the signal
for my leaving. They could not hold out longer than from ten to eleven o'clock, and then I
retired to my needed rest. I had many an interesting sojourn at this place.
There was another settlement, about sixty miles down the river, called Okaro, under the
chief Paikea. Here was a very intelligent people, and an admirable teacher, Tomati Taia. I
had a cottage in this village likewise. A beautiful church was the ornament of this kainga. It
cost them much labour, and did them great credit. I visited scattered villages on the other
rivers as well. Paikea is dead, but Te Tirarau and Parore are yet alive.
Occasionally I went to Whangarei, on the Eastern coast. It is about twenty miles acrossland, over moor, wood, and plain. Stunted fern and koromiko grow in the open, till within a
few miles of the coast. There the soil is volcanic, and the scenery enchanting. It is a good
and well-sheltered harbour.
When I first went there, no white settlers had located themselves within its limits, except a
few pairs of sawyers, whose mode of life was little better than that of the natives. The entire
number of Maori, within my wide district, did not exceed a thousand
For more than fifteen years this solitude was my home. During that time many changes took
place. There, nine of my children were born, and two of them were buried. We were far
away from any other missionary, and seldom saw the face of a Christian friend.
With two exceptions, my children were baptized by their own father. When death came, it
was his mournful office to read the solemn funeral service at the grave-side. Their little
tomb is under the shadow of an acacia; there they sleep “in sure and certain hope of the
resurrection to eternal life, through our Lord Jesus Christ”.
It was at such times--times of sickness, of sorrow, of separation--that we most felt how
precious would be the voice, the sympathy, the presence of a friend!
I was once laid aside by acute inflammation, caused by an unavoidable chill on one of my
journeys. It seemed likely to end in death; certainly I thought so. We had no doctor; but
what was worse, there was no one, out of my own family, to kneel by my bedside and offer
words of prayer, but a pious native teacher: it was, perhaps, in answer to his fervent
petitions, that I was raised up again.
At another time, three of my children were down together with typhus fever. No medical
adviser was at hand, nor any kind counsellor. With trembling hands, we used remedies we
knew of; and it pleased God, in His great mercy, to give them the desired effect. More than
once, my wife seemed to be at death's door.
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One of my little ones, by a fall, had a fractured arm; more by accident than by skill I set it
right, and it was made whole. That remote and solitary spot is linked in our memories with
many scenes. We had our seasons of sorrow and of joy, of fear and of hope, of trial and of
mercy. God was with us. We did not “labour in vain”. Although often cast down, we fainted
not. The doctrine of the Gospel distilled on the minds of the people: many of them yielded to
its power. It was my privilege to baptize most of them, to join them in holy matrimony, and
to “see the grace of God and be glad”.
The “Sophia Pate”;
IN the year 1838, Dr. Day was passenger in a ship which called at the Hokianga. She was
three months loading with a cargo of spars. During this time, the Doctor resided at
Mangungu. He made a trip to the Kaipara, with the Rev. N. Turner, and, having been
commissioned by some friends in Cork to buy land, with a view to their settlement upon it,
he entered into a negotiation with Parore for a fine piece, in the Kaihu valley, perhaps about
a thousand acres. The bulk of the goods stipulated for, was to be brought by the settlers.
In pursuance of this object, Messrs’ Salter, Wilkinson, Stannard and Stewart, with their
families, embarked-- in all twenty-two persons: They were to be pioneers for others. They
reached Auckland, and thence, finding no other way of getting to the Kaipara, with their
belongings; they chartered the brig Sophia Pate to convey them. They called in at the Bay of
Islands, where Messrs’ Stannard and Stewart resolved to go overland, via Hokianga,
expecting to get there before their friends, and make some preparation for them. They had
comfortable quarters at the mission-houses, for the first two nights, but after that had to
trust to the hospitality of the Maori.
They were going along the sea-shore, and on the third night, turned aside into a beautiful
valley called Waimamaku. The men were at work on their cultivations. The women prepared
for them the best food they had, and garnished, with clean fern, one of their best huts. As
night came on, the men, one by one, dropped in from their field-work. Their faces were
tattooed, their arms and their legs were bare, and they wore shaggy mats. The strangers
found themselves the “observed of all observers”. They knew not what was said, but the
talking seemed to be in earnest. A nervous fear began to creep over them; they questioned
their own prudence in having ventured themselves among such a people. Presently there
was a pause-- an ominous silence! They thought the critical moment had come. They
watched every movement. A man puts his hand into a bag. He pulls out--not the gleaming
weapon which they feared, but--a book! Then a hymn was sung; the Scripture was read;
their heads bent in prayer. The visitors, without doubt, were remembered in their petitions.
And now the confidence of the travellers was reassured; they slept, soundly, and left, to
follow their journey, the next morning, with the good wishes of their hosts.
Our two friends arrived at their destination to hear that the vessel was a total wreck, and
their friends were all drowned, but one little boy, called John Wilkinson. Very early on that
morning of September 6th, 1841, I was aroused from my sleep, by the sad announcement of
the event. My boat was soon launched and manned, and I rowed down the river. At the
Warau, I took our two grief-stricken friends into the boat. At Mangawhare, ten miles further
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down, we found the captain and crew, with the little boy. They had saved themselves by
getting into the boat, hanging on the davits, while the sea was breaking over the ill-fated
ship, until high water, when they were able to row the boat ashore. We proceeded together
to the scene of the wreck, which was embedded in the sand. We learnt that, after the vessel
struck, Mr. Salter called his family and friends around him, in the saloon, and there, kneedeep in water, commended them all to God. One by one, they were swept away, by the
rolling waves of that broken sea. We found several of the bodies on the sandy beach, and,
digging graves in the sand, I read the burial service over them.
In this painful way, a scheme, from which we had hoped much good, was crushed in the
beginning. On account of circumstances connected with this shipwreck, I felt it my duty to
go to Auckland, and our two friends went with me. Not many months before, that site had
been selected for the seat of Government. About two thousand souls were collected there
already, living, for the most part, in tents and shanties. A land sale had just been held, and,
as the proceeds of it, as much as £25,000 found its way into the Treasury.
A Muru, Or Robbery…
IT was at Mangawhare. This is a large flat on the bank of the river, about forty-five miles
below Tangiteroria. Mr. and Mrs Forsaith had bought some hundreds of acres, and settled
on this spot, with the purpose of joining farming the land with trading in timber. Their
buildings, and farm operations, were yet of the rudest kind. They were both absent in a little
vessel to the South of the island. A husbandman called Shaw was in charge of the place.
Early in November, 1841, some natives, while waiting for the return tide, accidentally picked
up a human skull, and hastily concluded that Mr. Forsaith must have gotten it from one of
their old burial-grounds hard by. They believed that white men used the bones of the dead
for some medicinal purpose. Nothing could excite their angry feelings so much as any liberty
with their sacred places. According to their own law, death only could expiate such a crime.
The circumstance was soon noised abroad; the people were incensed; summary vengeance
was threatened. I succeeded in persuading them to put off all measures, until Mr. Forsaith
should have the opportunity of explaining. At once I wrote to him, trusting to the chapter of
accidents for his getting my letter, for there was no postal communication. Weeks passed
without a reply. On the 17th January, I heard that a muru, or robbery, had been
perpetrated. At once, I had my boat launched, and repaired to the place. It was true: all that
was movable had been carried away; doors and windows smashed; floors and partitions
pulled to pieces. Only the house in which Shaw and his family lived was respected. This had
been done ten days before, at the instigation of Weinga, a notorious cannibal. He took
advantage of a time when they were on a fishing expedition to arouse their feelings: he did
so by a stirring appeal to their superstitious fears, in using a well-known waiata, or poem,
which wrought them into frenzy. Acting on the impulse of the moment, about a hundred
and fifty men manned their canoes, pulled up the river, and wrought destruction.
When I met with them, they were ashamed that they had so blurred their character, while
they justified their conduct on the ground of their own usage. Having so far committed
themselves, I feared they would go further. A few days afterwards, some canoes passed my
house, in which they were on their way to strip a native, for some offensive words he had
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spoken. Then a large party started for Whangarei, for the purpose, they said, of visiting the
manes of relatives, who had been devoured there in their old wars.
A few European settlers had bought land on that river, and were cultivating the same. G.
Mair, Esquire. J.P., of the Bay of Islands, owned a fine estate, which was in the charge of an
overseer. Te Tirarau preferred some unsatisfied claim on that piece of land, and he told me
he should insist on its redemption. I knew that they were now prepared for any act of
violence, and was sorry that sickness in my own family prevented my going with them.
I wrote a note to Mr. Mairs manager, apprising him of their intention, and to put him upon
his guard. They returned after ten days, every man of them laden with spoils. I charged
them with having robbed the settlers. They declared they had done no such thing, but that
all they had, had been freely given to them. It turned out that they visited every family-there were seven--and by the war-dance so frightened them, that the poor people were glad
to give them anything they asked for, to get rid of them. The natives of the place, from fear
of Tirarau, took refuge in their own pa. So far were they from pleading guilty to the charge
of plunder, they took credit to themselves for leaving anything behind them.
While grieved at this high-handed conduct on their part, I was thankful that no Christian
native was implicated either in this raid, or in that at Mangawhare. At this juncture, a boat
came to my wharf, with a supply of needful stores: this further excited their cupidity; but a
pretext was wanted. One evening, three of the chiefs came to my house, for a little talk.
They said that my cook, Enoka (Enoch), had been guilty of a great freedom with Toia, one of
Tirarau's women, who was living with us, as a nurse for my children. She had come to us
with a severe attack of erysipelas, and, after she was cured, remained in our household. She,
and another woman, slept together, in a room adjoining the kitchen. Enoch, one morning,
could not readily awaken them, and to do so, he gently drew the blanket from off their
faces. For this act, it was demanded that the young man should be handed to them for
punishment, unless I would atone for him, by valuable presents. (He was a slave lad
belonging to another tribe). They used both persuasion and threatening, by turns. All my
natives were in consternation, and poor Enoka hid himself in the roof of the house.
A taua, or stripping party of armed men, entered my court-yard the next morning. I asked
them their business. They wanted Enoka, or his ransom. Their demand was unreasonable,
and I would not agree to it. I told them I had no objection to give them some small article, in
order to save the boy from ill-treatment, and that he should have my protection. Having
fixed my terms, I stood by them, and went into my study. From time to time, there was a
knock at the door, with an offer to abate something of their claim, and, after some hours,
they accepted my proposal and left. But, in the darkness of the night, the affrighted lad took
his departure, that he might join his own tribe, and put a safe distance between himself and
danger. This is a typical case of an annoyance that often happened, and had always to be
met with a firm stand against extortion.
The pillage of Mangawhare I had reported to the Government at Auckland. On March 11, G.
Clarke, Esquire, Protector of Aborigines, arrived, and an investigation took place, the next
day, at Tirarau's settlement. Mr. Clarke was accompanied by Mr. Forsaith. I had the
pleasure of entertaining them at my house. Mr. G. M. Waterhouse (now the Hon. G. M.
Waterhouse) was also one of our visitors. A large and orderly meeting was convened. The
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natives stated their case, and defended their proceedings. Mr. Forsaith admitted that he
knew the skull was on his premises, but could not tell how it got there; it was found one day
by the river-side. Mr. Clarke, on behalf of the Government, claimed compensation. Their
reply was, that the Governor might take them as payment,--which meant, of course, if he
could.
During the recess for dinner, Mr. Forsaith had some talk with Paora Tokatea, who could call
to remembrance that he had seen the said skull there, in a position as though it had been
washed down with a flood. Paora was a Christian, and, although a slave, no one doubted his
word. His evidence was taken as decisive. Stung by a feeling of remorse, Tirarau laid hold of
a gun, and would have shot the poor man on the spot, had not Parore held him back, while
Tito led Paora away.
The result was that, on the Monday, a block of land was ceded to the Government, in
restitution for what they had taken. A large steam saw-mill now employs a number of hands
on that land--Te Kopuru, the property of Messrs’ Grahame and Walton. To Mr. Forsaith the
loss proved an ultimate gain. Refunded by the Government, to the amount of his estimated
loss, he removed to Auckland, where he prospered in business--made a fortune--entered
Parliament: after a rather chequered course, he was ordained to the Christian ministry; and
is now honourably fulfilling his useful duties, in the Camden Congregational College at
Sydney, in New South Wales.
Missionary Meetings;
A RELIGION that costs nothing is worth nothing. The Maories had received the Gospel, and
now, they should help to send that Gospel to others. I had often talked with them of that
duty. They had learned, too much, to look for everything from their missionaries. Books,
medicine, comforts, were freely given to them as they were needed. They thought the
missionaries had boundless resources to draw upon, while they had little or nothing to give.
Two vices inhere strongly in their nature--they are covetous and wasteful. While they laid
hold of all they could, they as readily squandered the same, on the shrine of appetite or
vanity.
It was not till the year 1847 that I succeeded in holding a general meeting of my people in
order to a "collection." In the summer month of February, they came together from their
several and distant villages to Tangiteroria, which became the scene of a lively excitement
for some days. They had little money: they were, indeed, only just beginning to learn the use
of money. Many expedients were contrived in order to provide a coin for the occasion. One
would sell a little wheat, another basket of potatoes; a third a fowl, or something else; but
not one, though the youngest, was without an offering, however small. Those who could not
attend sent their money: there were many little notes, containing each a sixpenny or
threepenny piece.
On the Friday evening, the sound of paddles and the "tena" of the natives announced the
approach of canoes, and boats, with the flowing tide. Saturday was a busy time: tents were
erected, food was prepared, and all things put in order for the Sunday. Early on the Sabbath
morning the bell rang for prayer-meeting; at 9 a.m. for the children's school; at 10.30 a.m.
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for the public service. The church was packed, and the congregation decently attired. My
text was 1 Timothy iii. 8: “Godliness is profitable unto all things” etc.
While the natives attended school, in the afternoon, I preached to my family and a few
English friends from Mark IV. 30. Afterwards, I held a love-fest with the natives for an hour
and a half, and in the evening preached again to them from 1 Cor. xi. 28: “But let a man
examine himself” etc., prior to the administration of the sacrament of the Lord's Supper.
The closing hours of the day passed in prayer and praise. A school examination took place
on Monday morning. Many good specimens of handwriting were exhibited; not a few
showed a fair knowledge of the first rules of arithmetic; and nearly all, young and old, could
read well; while the catechisms had been committed to memory.
The missionary meeting was in the afternoon of a bright, sunny day. I gave them a full
explanation of its object, and called upon six speakers, each of whom kept to the point. The
collection, all in small coins, amounted to £6 12s. 10d.
It was agreed that such a meeting should, thenceforth, be annually held at the principal
settlements, in rotation. The onus of entertaining the visitors rested upon the natives of the
place of meeting, and the burden would be equally shared. From year to year, these
assemblies were anticipated with eagerness. The amount of the collection gradually
increased.
The last of those gatherings in which I presided was in 1854. In that year, I was appointed,
by my own wish, to a colonial town, for the sake of my family. Because of the difficulty felt
by some in going to a great distance, it was held, that time, in two sections,--one at Mount
Wesley, near Mangawhare, and the other at Oruawharo. The first of these was in February,
and about two hundred attended; the other was in April, when more than three hundred
were present. At those meetings collections were made--on the Sundays for local objects,
and on the Mondays for general purposes. The Sunday collections at Mount Wesley realized
£10 12s, and that on the Monday £24 6s. 2d. it being, in part, a sort of valedictory meeting,
Te Tirarau and Parore were among the speakers.
The Oruawharo meeting was a great success. It is the name of a fine river which, with
several others, flows into the Kaipara estuary. The land is fertile, and of wide extent. We had
a good church in the village, of native architecture, and an earnest people.
Time was when the horrid yell of war, and the still more horrible scenes of cannibal fEasts,
polluted the place; but “the wilderness had rejoiced, and the desert had blossomed as the
rose”.
The church, 40 feet by 25 feet, was fitted up with forms, and all the people were remarkably
well clothed, so as to compare favourably with a European congregation. The services were
gratifying and profitable. I married a couple, and baptized several children. Twelve speakers
gave short, lively, pointed addresses.
The collections, for local and general purposes, amounted to £49 12s. 2d. It was resolved
that measures should be taken, and officers appointed, that they might, for the future,
wholly support their missionary; and this resolution they carried into practice to a great
extent, for to this day they contribute largely towards the maintenance of my successor, the
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Rev. W. Gittos, who is deservedly held in very high esteem, both by the natives and by the
settlers, who have greatly increased in number since those days.
Wellington;
IN November, 1854, I left the Kaipara. For more than fifteen years had this been my field of
labour. I had, during that time, travelled, always on foot, thousands of miles, through
forests, across moors, and over mountains. I had navigated rivers, in boat or canoe, times
without number. I had lived, ate, and slept among the Maoris;, and mingled freely with
them in their every-day life. Thus I had gained experience of their character, and often came
into contact with their deeply rooted superstitions.
I had good reason to believe that I had not laboured in vain. The people were scattered, and
this implied much time, and toil, in visiting them. Very few were now unbaptized. Their
moral character was improved; as also their social life and their material position.
I was not tired of the work; but it became my duty, for the sake of my large family, to
remove from an isolated place, to within the lines of colonial civilization. The natives stoutly
opposed my leaving, and they had become endeared to me by long and intimate
association. My journal records many changes, trials, and discouragements, but also joys
and triumphs.
In my farewell visits to the several villages, I was the subject of mingled feelings. For
instance, I went to Mareikura. It was on a lovely spring day; the hum of insects, the song of
birds, the early blossoms--together with a cloudless sky and a balmy atmosphere--were all
inspiring. The pretty valley wore a lively aspect. I saw many signs of progress: the crops
were large and promising; the apple trees were full of blossom; the live-stock in good
condition. The people were busy at work, some fencing, others planting. In the yard I saw
four bullocks, with plough, harrow, etc. Te Tirarau had a neat weather-boarded house,
wherein I partook of a good meal of tea, with bread and butter. The bell was rung, and I
spoke to the assembled people on Paul's valedictory address at Ephesus, and then followed
an affectionate leave-taking.
Returning with the ebb tide, I stopped awhile at a sawing station. Here were a few
Europeans. These men lived in a rude style. In a house, ten feet by ten, lived a man and his
wife, and in an adjoining hut some other men. The wind and rain had full play in their flimsy
dwellings. Besides an iron pot, a camp oven, and a tea kettle, the whole furniture was not
worth five shillings; and yet each man could earn from three to four pounds per week; but,
with few exceptions, they spent their hard earnings in strong drink. They had their periodical
"sprees," which left them, with a drained purse, to renew their life of rough toil.
Having shipped the bulk of my goods to Auckland in a little vessel, I left the scene of my
labours, for so many years, on the 3rd of November, 1854. Our party included three boats
and twenty Maori. We spent the Sunday at Okaro, where I held my last services with the
people of that settlement. We crossed the Heads on the Tuesday morning, at an early hour,
and slept at the village of Omokuiti. On Wednesday afternoon, we reached the head of the
Kaipara, and made our bivouac on a fern hill. Next day we walked across the isthmus, about
sixteen miles, and proceeded to Auckland in a large canoe, landing on Friday at one p.m.
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ABOVE: A BOATING SCENE ON THE NORTHERN WAIROA RIVER

4 TAKEN BY STALLWORTHY PHOTOGRAPHER BETWEEN 1910-1913. PA. 5-0053
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